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R E S C U E  T O B O G G A N S

Many years in the making: The Cruiser SS represents the continued 
refinement and evolution of our groundbreaking Hammerhead Tobog-
gan originally introduced in 2001.  It’s shape, longitudinally and laterally 
cambered hull, contours and form have often been copied by others 
without fully realizing its potential.  Now, after over 10 years and count-
less hours of testing we are proud to introduce the NEW Cruiser SS.  
Available in limited release in 2013, these special toboggans will come 
fully loaded with all the options and sport a special “Limited Edition” 

two-tone color scheme.
CRC-RTB-CSS  $1300

Right and Ready, 
3 Position Adjustable Handles 
can be adjusted in seconds to 

accommodate patrollers of differ-
ing heights or to compensate for 

steep terrain.

2 Second Take-Off Handles
 Can be removed or put back on in just 2 seconds!

Sure-Grip Knurled Handles.  
Positive grip in even the worst 

conditions.

Four, Load Tested 
Belay Points
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TruEvolution
Three new Patent Pending Devices
 
 - Slide Arrest Anchors
 - “2 Second Take-Off” Handles
 - “Right and Ready” Multi-Position Handles

R E S C U E  T O B O G G A N S

Standard Features: (Introductory Year Only)

• Slide Arrest Anchors (Patent Pending)

• Right and Ready Adjustable Handles (Patent Pending)

• 2 Second “Take-Off” Handles (Patent Pending)

• Sure-Grip Knurled Handles with “T” ends.

• Two Tone Color Scheme

• FastPAX System for Patient Restraint

• Snow Slick

• Four Belay Points

• HD 6061 Aluminum Top Edge

• Stainless Steel Bumper Handles

• Integral SprayGuard

• Removeable Stainless Handle Mounts
• Chain Brake and Chain Brake Release

• Four QuickTAB Patient Straps

• Quik-Detach Hardpoint Belay Tail Rope

• Four Easily Replaceable Carry Handles

• Patient Comfort and Insulation Pad

Superior Fin Design and Placement translates to excellent traverse capabilities

Cambered Hul l 
and Snow Slick 

makes it 
“Super Smooth”
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Cascade Toboggan - Model 100 “The Legend”
We call the Model 100  “The Legend” simply because its’ Tried and True performance is nothing short of legendary.  This ultra-maneuverable rescue to-
boggan is the industry standard and can be found on almost all of the ski slopes in the United States, Canada and in over 22 different countries around the 
world.  Completely re-engineered, the New Legend is lighter, stronger, faster and includes more standard features than ever before.  Length with handles 
folded: 7’6”.  Width: 22”.  Weight:  approx. 52lbs.
CRC-RTB-M100-30 $1050.00  (30” Fins)
CRC-RTB-M100-50   $1050.00  (50” Fins)

R E S C U E  T O B O G G A N S

• 30 or 50 inch Fins

• Stainless Steel Perimeter Frame

• HD 6061 Aluminum Top Edge

• Non-Skid Interior

• Stainless Handles and Locks

• Crossover Rope
• Chain Brake

• Three Patient Straps

• Quik-Detach Hardpoint Belay Tail Rope

• Four Easily Replaceable Carry Handles

Standard Features:

• Bow Guards
• Slide Arrest Anchors

• Belay Points

• Snow Slick

• Chain Brake Release

• QuickTAB Straps

• FastPAX Strap System
• Gripper Chain Brake

• Handle Spray Guard

• Internal Pad

Options:

Shown with optional Bow Guards and Belay Points
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Cascade Toboggan - Model 350 “The Extreme”
A favorite of Heli-guides, The Cascade Model 350 “Extreme” is the best double-handle high alpine sled available and features a unique shell and fin 
design that delivers superb handling and control in all types of snow and ice conditions – in the fall line or across it.  Length 93”, Width 18.5”, Depth: 7”, 
Weight: 55lbs.  
CRC-RTB-M350   $1050.00 Standard Features:

• 50 inch Fins
• 4 Powder Coated Sure - Grip Handles
• Three Patient Straps
• Tail Rope Attachment Points
• Chain Brake

CARBON EXTREME Two Piece Rescue Toboggan
The Carbon Extreme represents the “state of the art” in Rescue Toboggans designed for high elevation and rugged, remote rescue operations over 
snow and ice.  Exactly the same in dimensions and functionality as our Four Handled “Extreme”, but with huge differences.  The CARBON EXTREME 
is made entirely from multiple layers of Quadriaxial weave carbon fiber and reinforced at key 
points with commercially pure Titanium.  Other standard features include Belay Points, 
FastPAX Rails and QuickTAB Straps.  Weighing just 24 pounds, The Carbon Extreme 
will make your next mission much easier and save time and strain on your team.
CRC-RTB-M350C-2  $3500.00

Standard Features:
• 50 inch Fins
• 4 Two-Piece Powder Coated Sure - Grip Handles
• FastPAX System
• Belay Points
• Three Patient Straps
• Tail Rope Attachment Points
• Chain Brake

R E S C U E  T O B O G G A N S

Replacement parts for all products may be ordered online at Cascade-Rescue.com
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Snowmobile Tow Bar
A must for use with your Cascade Toboggan Model 100 and snowmobile.  Constructed of heavy gauge one 
inch square steel tubing and includes a safety chain and swivel hitch that easily attaches to your snowmobile 
allowing you to pull the CTM100 along cat-tracks, downhill or through the backcountry. 
CRC-TBA-STB   $132.95

Snowmobile Tow Bar Spray Guard
Easily attached to your CTM100 Snowmobile Tow Bar, this spray guard helps protect your passen-
ger and contents from snowmobile snow.   Doubles as a storage pouch too!
CRC-TBA-STBSG   $44.95

Stow - N - Go Adaptive Towing Device
The Stow and Go Tow Bar will fit virtually any toboggan or litter with Snow Handles. Designed to stay with the snowmobile or ATV and when needed can 
be deployed to attach to the handles of the toboggan. Simple, safe and fast, the Stow -N - Go eliminates dedicating toboggans as tow toboggans, removal 
of handles and storage of bulky tow bars. Includes universal hitch for use with pintle hooks and safety chain. Constructed of heavy gauge, powder coated 
steel. Weight: 16lbs. Dimensions folded: 22” X 23”, Extended: 38” X 23”
CRC-TBA-SNG  $169.95
CRC-TBA-SNGS  $194.95 (Stow-N-Go with Spray Guard)

T O B O G G A N  A C C E S S O R I E S

Cascade Toboggan Sled Loader
One Sled Loader for many Toboggans!  The Cascade Toboggan Sled Loader is designed to transport uphill, via the 
chairlift all Cascade Toboggans.  Once the toboggan is up, don’t take the extra weight of the loader with you, send 
it down for another toboggan!  Now in Orange powdercoated hammer finish.
CRC-TBA-SL   $134.95

Portable Sled Loader
A simple, lightweight and portable solution to uploading virtually any toboggan.  
Our new Portable Loader weighs just 1.5lbs and is designed to stay with your 
toboggan in its own stuffsack.  When needed, simply remove it, attach the straps 
to your sled loader rings, attach the hook to the back of the chair and adjust the 
strap.  You are ready to go!  The loader hook includes three popular nut sizes for 
tightening those loose bolts and the loader itself can be adjusted quickly to alter 
the height under the chair or attitude of the toboggan.
CRC-TBA-PSL  $74.95

Stowed 9”X3”X3” Multi-Tool Includes 3 Common 
Nut Sizes and Ice Scraper
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Heavy Duty Cold Weather Pack Cover
600 Denier vinyl coated polyester duck cloth is weather proof and abrasion resistant.  Finished edges for maximum 
durability.  Pack cover makes an excellent exterior shell for patient protection in all Cascade Toboggans.  When not in 
use, the Pack Cover is perfect for protecting all of your gear stowed in the toboggan.    114 X 70 in.  Weight 7lbs.
CRC-TBA-PC  $78.95

Eco Pack Tarp
The same size as our HD Cold Weather Pack Cover, but made from 18oz striated vinyl.  This tarp is 100% waterproof and 
very durable making it ideal for stowing gear in your toboggan or litter and guaranteed to be ready to keep your patient warm 
and dry.  With a cold crack resistance to minus 60 degrees, it’s a great winter performer too!
114 X 70 in.  Weight 6lbs.
CRC-TBA-PT  $64.95

Cascade Toboggan Patient Protector
Don’t confuse this with the cheap imitations.   Manufactured of heavy duty, 18oz, waterproof vinyl with Velcro closures. The heat sealed, padded wrap is 
tailored to easily enfold your patient to help keep them warm, dry and feeling secure on their way down the mountain.  The head piece is translucent vinyl 
and can be split to wrap about the patients shoulders or can cover their head.  When not being used to protect people, the Patient Protector doubles to keep 
your gear organized and tightly stowed in your toboggan.  
CRC-TBA-PP  $174.95

45

27

607840

Slide Arrest Anchors
The NEW Slide Arrest Anchors (Patent Pending) from Cascade Rescue are a device who’s time is long past due.  The ever increasing use of twin-tip skiis 
and snowboards makes anchoring a sled for patient loading virtually impossible.  Devilishly simple, the Slide Arrest Anchors lock safely and securely to 
the side of the toboggan until ready for use.  To deploy, simply twist to unlock, pivot the anchor and drive it into the snow!  The 5/8” aluminum anchor is 
super-tough and is hard anodized and Teflon impregnated and glides right through the snow.  No more struggling to properly stabilize a toboggan on the 
side of the hill.  Can be retrofitted to any Cascade Toboggan Model 100 “Legend”.
CRC-TBA-SAA  $89.95ea (159.95 pair)

T O B O G G A N  A C C E S S O R I E S

Cascade Toboggan - Model 100 “Legend” Bow Guards 
An indispensable addition to the Legend, the one piece Bow Guard is crafted of low friction, ultra wear resistant High 
Molecular Weight Polyethylene and fits snugly around the bow of the CTM100. Designed to protect your toboggan 
where it takes the most abuse, the Bow Guard can add years to the life of your toboggan and protect it against rocks, 
brake wear and ice.  Order factory-installed on your new CTM100. 
CRC-RTB-BGI   $74.95  (Factory Installed)
CRC-TBA-M100-BGU   $72.95 (CTM100 Bow Guard Kit)

Model 100 Belay Points
Add Horizontal/Vertical Lift capability to your CTM100.  Belay points are press riveted to the sides of the 
toboggan and will accept most any large carabiner.  Installed only at factory.
CRC-TBA-M100-BP  $94.95  (Set of four)
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T O B O G G A N  A C C E S S O R I E S

QuickTAB Straps
1.5” Nylon Patient Straps with easy on - easy off buckles.  Standard in all of our Profes-
sional Series Litters, these straps have no mechanical part to fail.  The buckles feature 
rust resistant double zinc plating and the straps have an MBS of over 1000lbs.
CRC-TBA-QTS  $11.95

“Legend” Handle Spray Guard and Storage Pouch
A great way to protect your passenger from snow spray as you transport them 
down the mountain.  The Spray Guard  attaches to the handles and can be put 
on or removed with ease and is a perfect place to store additional rope, C-Collars 
or other first aid gear.  May be ordered with new toboggans, handles or installed 
on existing equipment.
CRC-TBA-M100-HSG   $42.95  (Model 100)

Wool Blanket
Don’t confuse these with cheap imitations that disappear after one washing.  Our blankets are made from 
85% wool, 15% nylon.  Ideal for keeping patients warm and protected.  Soft and warm, these blankets will last 
and last.  84 X 60in.  Weight: 3lbs
CRC-TBA-WB   $29.95

Toboggan Pad
New and Improved!  We’re always looking for better materials and we’ve 
found a great new material for toboggan pads.  This durable closed cell 
foam pad provides additional insulation and comfort for your patients.  
Extremely abrasion and tear resistant.  Can be ordered installed with 
all new toboggans or user installed.  Approximate size: 78” X 17” X 1/2”  
(30% larger at the same great price).
CRC-TBA-EP   $38.95

Toboggan Chain Brake Release
Easily deploy or retract the chain brake on your toboggan without stopping, turning around or taking your 
eyes off the terrain in front of you.  To deploy, simply slip the ring off the handle “catch”.  Elastic cord assists 
with easy retraction of the brake.  Simply slide the ring up the handle and lift up slightly on the nose of the 
toboggan.  The brake will then “POP” out and can be locked in the retracted position.
CRC-TBA-CBR  $27.95

Gripper Chain Brake
Get a Grip!  This is the ultimate brake for those steep, icy or hardpacked snow conditions.  May be used in 
place of the Standard Chain Brake or in addition to it as a mid-chain.  Tough, plated carbon steel teeth dig 
in to make speed control easy, yet don’t destroy your toboggan.  (Recieve a $10.00 credit when order-
ing a new sled and specifying a Gripper instead of a standard Chain Brake)
CRC-TBA-GCB  $34.95

Cascade Pad/Stretcher  (Shown at Left)
The Cascade Toboggan Pad/Stretcher combines the insulation and anti-shock 
value of a closed-cell ethafoam pad with the convenience of handles for easy 
transfer of patient to and from toboggan.  Now constructed of blue Water-Proof  
18oz reinforced vinyl with eight 1.5” polypropylene webbing handles.  Length: 
70”. Width: 16”. Weight: 1.5lbs.
CRC-TBA-TPS   $80.95

Snow Slick  
This virtually indestructible material has long been used in the marine industries where low surface friction is necessary and high 
abrasion and wear are the norm.  Essentially the same material used on ski bases, Snow Slick will make it easier to pull your load-
ed sled through wet and sticky conditions or on the flats and will help prevent abrasion on the bottom of your toboggan.  Available 
installed at the factory or as a user installed kit.
CRC-TBA-M100-UHMWI   $46.95  (Factory Installed)
CRC-TBA-M100-UMHMK   $44.95   (Snow Slick Kit)
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CRC-RSL-PS   Steel  $439.95 (31lbs) * (Non NFPA)

CRC-RSL-PSS1   Stainless One Piece  $670.00 (31lbs)

CRC-RSL-PSS2   Stainless Two Piece  $990.00 (34lbs)

CRC-RSL-PT1  Titanium One Piece $2035.00 (18lbs)

CRC-RSL-PT2  Titanium Two Piece $2530.00  (19.5lbs)

Standard Features:
• 4 Articulating Lift Points  *(Except Professional Steel) 

• Patient Contour Support

• Four Quick-Tab Restraint Straps

• Integral Backboard

• UV Resistant Polyethylene Mesh Liner

• Double Wall Head/Foot Construction

• Tapered or Rectangular , 1 or 2 piece

Cascade Professional Series Rescue Litters

83” X 25” X 6” 82” X 23” X 6”

The Professional Series Rescue Litters offer the best of all worlds.  Reasonable pricing with the most advanced features of any rescue stretcher available 
today.  NFPA Certified and indepentantly tested by UL, these litters are designed for the demanding professional. Constructed with a 3/4” tubular frame, 
double walled thickness at the head and foot, and 3/4” supporting cross members and 3/8” secondary railing, powder coated for extreme durability.   Two 
piece version uses the trademark Cascade Toboggan FastLock System for rapid 10 second takedown/reassembly. 

R E S C U E  L I T T E R S

Cascade Super-Pro HD Litter
A new addition to the Cascade Line-Up.  The Super-Pro HD was designed from the 
ground-up to be “tougher than nails”.  Starting with its shape, we made it so that virtually 
any backboard will fit.  Next we fitted the Super-Pro with a full 1” diameter top rail for carry 
comfort and superior durability.  We finished off with our Patented 
“Articulating Lift Points”,  padded Patient Contour Support, 4 QuickTAB 
restraint straps and a durable mesh liner.
CRC-RSL-SPHD  $ 680.00

Cascade “Rescue Specialist” Litter
This litter is nothing short of a workhorse full of our best features.  We started with a tough, 
specially blended HDPE skin over a reinforced aluminum railing, then added “soft-eye” 
lifting points.  The bottom is smooth with two centrally located runners designed to slide 
over the most difficult terrain.  Inside we fitted the Rescue Specialist with our Trademark 
FastPAX Rails with QuickTAB Straps and then finished off with durable foam padding for 
the patient.   The Rescue Specialist Litter has a lift capacity of 2500lbs and is 86” X 26” X 
5” and weights 34lbs.
CRC-RSL-RSL  $ 649.95
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MAX Standard

All Cascade FastLock  
Couplers require manual 

dis-engagement.

Made for the most demanding professional.  The new all Carbon Fiber/Titanium Litters from Cas-
cade Rescue are simply the “best”.  Unbelievably light, yet stronger than steel.  Manufactured from 
Multi-layer Quadraxial Carbon Fiber and Commercially Pure Titanium.  Each litter comes with Fast-
PAX System, QuickTAB Straps and four Articulating LIft Points.  Available in Standard or MAX sizes 
in two piece models (breakdown) only.
CRC-RSL-M200CT-2  $2300 (13lbs)  Standard
CRC-RSL-M200MCT-2  $2300 (15lbs)  MAX

Advanced Series Carbon/Titanium Rescue Litters

Cascade Advanced Series Rescue Litters
These extremely lightweight, durable and highly versatile one and two-piece units can be 
carried and easily assembled by one person.  Each Advanced Series Litter is handcrafted 
and outfitted to meet its individual customers unique needs.  Offered in two shapes and five 
different models, the Advance Series Litters are lighter, stronger and more durable that any 
litter on the market.  So strong and dependable that when our employees are asked “Why 
use a Cascade Litter?  their reply is most likely to simply be:  

“Because it might be Me that needs rescued”.  
If you’re injured and need of assistance, would you want to trust your life to something you 

didn’t have absolute confidence in?  Neither would we.

Standard Features
4 Articulating Lift Points  

Four Restraint Straps

Stainless Steel Top Railing (Except TitaniuMAX)

Unbelievable Strong Multi-Blend Composite Shell

Trademark FastLock Rapid Takedown System

Shaped for Con-Space or Rectangular

Multiple Options for Customization 

Tapered or Rectangular, 1 or 2 piece

CRC-RSL-M200-1  $825.00  (One Piece -17.5lbs)
CRC-RSL-M200-2   $1050.00 (Two Piece - 19lbs)
CRC-RSL-2T $1675.00  Titania (Two Piece  15.5lbs)
CRC-RSL-M200M-1  $825.00(One Piece - 24lbs)
CRC-RSL-M200M-2  $1050.00  (Two Piece 26lbs)
CRC-RSL-M200TM-2  $1675.00 TitaniuMAX  (Two Piece 19.5lbs)

Articulating Lift Points

R E S C U E  L I T T E R S

All two-piece Cascade Litters come 
with Secure Locking Couplers
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RED Sled Patient Protection Harness
This harness is not restricted to use in the RED Sled only!  The RED Sled Harness will work in all of the 
Cascade Litters and many others as well.  
CRC-LTA-RH  $275.00  Harness

RED Sled Water Rescue System
Absolutely the easiest way to package, stabilize and retrieve a drowning or incapacitated subject.  Attach these floats to your RED Sled and it becomes one 
of the most versitile tools available, making it at home in confined spaces, but also in lakes and rivers.  A patient is loaded by simply orienting the RED Sled 
in a vertical position, pushing it straight down under the water and then pulling the 
subject on to it.  See just how easy this tool is to use on:  Cascade-Rescue.com.
CRC-LTA-RSF1  $219.95

R E S C U E  L I T T E R S

SKED Stretcher System
A complete solution for confined space. Kit includes Sked® Stretcher; Cordura backpack/Towing 
Harness; Horizontal Lift Slings; 30’ PMI Vertical Lift Sling; Steel Locking ‘D’ Carabiner; 6’Tow 
Strap; and 4 Removable Webbing Handles. The durable plastic litter provides protection for the 
patient while allowing extrication through the most demanding confined spaces. The stretcher 
is rolled for storage in a tough cordura backpack (included), becoming rigid when the patient is 
packaged. Available in International Orange. Complete system weight: 19lbs. 
SKD-RSL-SK2002  $591.56

YATES SPEC PAK
Patient packaging and extrication system that combines the backboard immobilization of a short 
board with the suspension and support of a full body harness. The Spec Pak system utilizes an 
integrated polyethylene board along the back to reduce wear and create a smooth sliding surface for 
confined space operations. Grab handles located at the head, shoulders and sides allow rescuers to 
better handle the patient package during movement through tight spaces. The Spec Pak system is 
a lifting harness, thus eliminating the need for a separate victim harness. Fits from small children to 
large adults - Weight 15  lbs.
YGR-SPB-900  $1500.00

Cascade Rapid Extrication Device (RED SLED)
The lightest most versatile apparatus of its kind, the RED operates as a Confined Space 
mechanism for extricating patients from burning buildings, autos, tree wells and all 
locations difficult to reach with conventional equipment.  Capable of being dragged 
across the most abusive surfaces and will withstand extremely high temperatures.  
The RED includes the Cascade Rescue Patient Protection System which quickly and 
easily allows the Rescuer to “package” and immobilize the patient for rapid transport.  Prop-
erly packaged, a patient may even be lifted into a completely vertical orientation.
CRC-RSL-RED  $699.95
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Cascade Guardian Litter Shield 
A complete rethinking of the Litter Shield concept.  Designed to stay with the litter, the Guardian folds down and out of the way for transport and stor-
age.  When the situation calls for it, the Guardian Expands to protect the patient’s face, head, and neck from inclement weather, brush, dirt, falling 
rocks, and debris without compromising access to the head for monitoring or treatment.  A debris skirt extends from the top rail past the secondary 
rail of most litters to further protect the patient.  The Guardian boasts a laminated construction of Cordura, Kevlar, Nylon and Spring Steel over a 
Stainless perimeter.  The Cool Blue interior is designed to calm the patient and helps inhibit claustraphobia experienced with other litter shields while 
the abrasion and tear resistant exterior keeps the unit looking good for years.  Fits CTM200, 200MAX and CT Professional Series Litters as well as 
most other brands.  Includes all hardware necessary for mounting.  Weight:  6 lbs. 

Stays on the litter yet out of 
the way when not needed.

CRC-LTA-GLS  Guardian Litter Shield  $359.95

Cascade Rescue FastPax Rails
Adding FastPax Rails to your Cascade Advance Series Litter opens 
up unlimited options in patient packaging.  FastPax Rails are forged 
of tough 6000 series aluminum and press riveted to the inside of 
each Advance Series Litter.  Use of FastPax rails allows patient 
packaging with X style backboarding straps, lashing straps, FAST 
System and a multitude of other options.  Complete backsplinting 
instructions may be found at cascade-rescue.com. (Factory installed only)

CRC-RSL-DC  $89.95

Cascade Guardian Storm Shield
When the weather turns rough during those long transports you will be ready.  The Guard-
ian Storm Shield is an excellent addition to the Guardian Litter Shield and will protect your 
patient from snow and rain as well as minor debris and rotorwash.  Waterproof ripstop 
nylon and cordura and it comes in its own built-in stuff sack.
CRC-LTA-GLSS  Guardian Litter Storm Shield  $139.95

Cascade Litter Floatation System
This Litter Flotation System was designed to fit all Cascade Profes-
sional Series Litters and Advance Series Litters with FastPAX Rails.  
It is self-righting and maintains the litter in a head-high horizontal 
position for ease of loading.  Capable of floating the litter, patient and 
at least one rescuer.  Easily attached and removed for storage this 
Floatation System is ideal for ocean, lake and swiftwater rescue.  Will 
also fit most tube frame litters of other manufacture.
CRC-LTA-LFS  $220.95

Advanced Series Abrasion Guard
Already in use by SAR units in Alaska, the Grand Canyon and many others.  Abrasion 
guard protects the bottom of your Advance Series Litters and allows easy sliding over 
rocks, snow, ice, etc.
CRC-RSL-M200-AG  $64.95

L I T T E R  A C C E S S O R I E S
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PMI Tarantula Litter Harness
Adjustable 4 legged webbing litter spider sewn onto a forged O-ring.  Complete with 11mm attendant line and stor-
age bag.  Carabiners not included.
PMI-LTA-PE42020  $154.00

PMI Classic Litter Harness
Adjustable 4 legged litter spider made from 10mm PMI Classic static rope and 6mm prusik cord tied on a forged O-ring.  com-
plete wtih 11mm attendant line and storage bag.  Carabiners not included.
PMI-LTA-PE42021  $91.00

PMI Fast System
Based on popular wilderness rescue lashing techniques for form and function and can 
be totally pre-rigged for fast securing of a patient by one attendant without tying any 
knots. Features metal-to-metal buckles for patient security and peace of mind. Comes 
with adjustable foot stirrups, safety back up to patient’s seat and pre-sewn color coded 
webbing with buckles. Works perfectly with Advance Series FastPAX Rail Systems 
and also attaches to almost any rigid frame litter with girth hitches.  Litter not included. 
Order your Cascade Professional or Advanced Series Litter with the Fast System and 
we will install it for you at no additional charge!
PMI-LTA-PE42059  $245.00

Conterra FIX Harness
A properly designed litter harness does not have to have infinitely adjustable legs to be versatile. The advantage of fixed 
legs is two fold: First, rigging speed is increased because fiddling with harness adjustments is stopped. Second, eliminating 
buckles and Prusiks increases strength while significantly decreasing size and weight. The Fix Litter Harness will fit most 
litters used today and float patients horizontally within a couple of inches. The harness can even be split in half for twin 
pulley Kootenay Highline operations! “The Fix” harness weighs in at just 400g (14oz), fits in the palm of your hand, and has 
a breaking strength in standard configuration of 40kN. Comes standard with a storage pouch that can attach to your litter! 
Can be configured into three modes: Standard Mode, Compact Mode, or Highline Mode
CON-RLA-FLH1  $169

Advanced Series Snow Handles
Makes it easy to ski your patient out of the backcountry. Non-slip grip finish and Includes fins, 
handles and brackets. Can be installed at the factory or by end user.  Weight:  6.5lbs
CRC-LTA-M200-SH   $289.95  (Factory Installed)
CRC-LTA-M200-SHK  $279.95  (Snow Handles Kit)

Two Piece Litter Pad
Made from the same rugged material as our Patient Protector, this two piece litter 
pad is designed to Velcro right to the bottom of your Model 200 Litter.  Closed cell 
ethafoam padding is heat sealed between layers of heavy 18oz. vinyl and can be 
washed or sterilized after use.
CRC-LTA-M200-LP  $73.95
CRC-LTA-M200-LPR  $73.95 (Rectangular)

Litter Cover
Designed to protect your litter and other rescue supplies from sun, rain, snow etc., even when 
stored on top of your rescue vehicle.  Plenty of room for blankets, pad-stretchers, etc and still 
allow easy removal of your litter.  Manufactured of 18oz striated vinyl for long life and weather 
protection and sports three handles and a weatherproof closure.
CRC-LTA-LLB  $  144.95

Litter Back-Pack Bag
A great solution for storage of your two piece litter and related gear that also doubles as a weather-proof backpack.  This 
bag features two wide padded webbing straps attached to a heavy duty Cordura Bag with a weather proof closure.  Upper 
and lower suspension help keep the pack close to your body and easy to carry.  Compression straps keep the load stable.
In a hurry?  Prepack your litter and gear in the bag and it’s ready when you are.
CRC-LTA-LBPB  $144.95

L I T T E R  A C C E S S O R I E S
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Cascade Advance Series Litter Wheels
All the features, not the weight!  Our unique two piece Advanced Series Litter Wheels will saddle any litter. The saddle attaches to the litter by wrap-
ping 1” webbing straps over the top rail and then looping back to the saddle - simply hook up and use the ratchet levers to cinch it down. This attach-
ment method makes it impossible for harsh metal clamps or hooks to damage the littter.  Once your patient is loaded, the wheel assembly locks on in 
less than two seconds and won’t come off unless you unlock it.  Two models to choose from:  The Trail Technician or the Terrain Master.  Both wheels 
will fit the same saddle, giving you more options when you get to the trail head.

Terrain Master
When the going gets rough, the Terrain Master wheel delivers.  Ideal for rough, 
muddy, sandy or snow covered trails.  Made from tough aircraft aluminum 
and sporting a machined aluminum rim with a stainless steel hub, the Terrain 
Master is far superior to the competition in quality and functionality.  Weighs 
only 30lbs.
CRC-PTR-ATM  $825.00

Standard Features:
• Neoprene Lined Saddle
• 8” Billet Machined Aluminum Wheel
• 10 Inch Wide Cushy Grip Tire
• 2 Quick Ratchet Straps
• Rapid Lock Fork System
• Fits Advanced Litter Wheel Saddle

Standard Features:
• Neoprene Lined Saddle
• 36 Stainless Spoke Wheel
• 3 Inch Cushy Grip Tire
• 2 Quick Ratchet Straps
• Disc Brake and Variable Lever
• Rapid Lock Fork System
• Fits Advanced Litter Wheel Saddle

Trail Technician
This is the only device of its kind!  If your trails are tight, full of roots and rocks and you have steep 
downhill runs, the Trail Technician is for you.  Traveling down steep trails can be strenuous and 
treacherous.  Injury and physical exhaustion of rescuers is a “real” risk.  The Trail Tech’s disc 
brake system assists rescuers by helping to defeat gravity.  Descents down steep hills are more 
controllable and the brake helps with ascents by allowing rescuers to “hold” position while resting 
or taking up belay lines.  With its oversize knobby tire, the Trail Tech can take on the toughest of 
conditions and the 24” rim sports fully laced stainless steel spokes and will roll over just about 
anything.  Best of all, the Trail Tech weighs only 17lbs and disassembles into 2 pieces for packing.  
CRC-PTR-ALW  $825.00

P A T I E N T  T R A N S P O R T
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 Unlike snowmobiles, the Mountain Horse is capable of traveling virtually anywhere.  Steep slopes, deep powder, trees and ravines are all handled with 
ease.  The Mountain Rescue Machine can cover miles of search area in a short period of time, greatly reducing location efforts and increasing survival 
rates.  A second passenger such as an EMT or Paramedic can also ride, bringing help right to the incident scene.  It effortlessly sidehills slopes as steep 
as 50 degrees and more - as slow or fast as needed.  Descents are made 100% in control.  The Mountain Horse turns a dirt bike into a 4 season rescue 
machine. It is the first ever snow bike conversion kit that is designed for steep mountain terrain. It works extremely well in deep snow conditions and is 
very forgiving on all types of terrain. The Mountain Horse can be fitted to most any current model dirt bike and used to pull a Cascade Toboggan just 
about anywhere.  If your rescue scenario often takes you off the beaten path then the Mountain Horse is the machine for you.  Saving rescuers, saving 
time, saving lives.  •Kit bolts onto your bike with no modifications (simply remove and replace parts)
CRC-TS-MH   $5200.00  to $6300  (Motorcycle sold separately)

Cascade “Mountain Rescue Machine”  
Once in a great while a new device comes along that will forever change how backcountry rescues are performed.  Redefining the capabilities of backcoun-
try rescue teams, the Mountain Horse is unlike any other snow travel device made.

P A T I E N T  T R A N S P O R T

Keep your eyes on the Cascade Rescue website for exciting footage 
of the Mountain Rescue Machine in action!
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The Wrap Splint 
Simply a better way to do things.  This innovative splint designed at Cascade Rescue is made of heavy Duty 18oz vinyl with a cold crack resistance of -40 
degrees covering a cushy 1.5” foam pad laminated to a flexible backing.  Four one inch Velcro straps with double-back loops let you snug this splint up tight, 
yet comfortably.  Once rolled around an extremity, the Wrap Splint becomes extremely rigid and secure.  Opposing straps on each end allow the splint to 
double as a “stadium” style seat for shoulder or rib injuries.  Lays flat for storage or can be used as an insulation pad for someone to sit on.  Affordable, 
Multi-Purpose, Waterproof, Lightweight, Body Fluid Resistant, WASHABLE, Easy to use.  
CRC-SPL-WS  $82.95

Cardboard Leg Splint
Made of 275 lb. Paper and measure 14.75  X 38.5 flat. Splint is 29” long and 4.5” 
deep and tapers from 5” at the foot to 6.5” at the top when assembled.
CRC-SPL-CLS   $141.95  (Package of 100)
CRC-SPL-CLS25   $40.95  (Package of 25)

Cascade Splint
This splint can be put on in 1/3 the time it takes to apply most other leg splints.  
Adjustable poly webbing straps make it effortless to tighten or loosen the splint as 
necessary.  NEW weather resistant foam padding provides for maximum extremi-
ty isolation and patient comfort.  
CRC-SPL-CS   $74.95

Traction Splint
You never need to roll your patient or raise their leg when applying traction with The this traction 
device. Unlike other traction devices,  our traction device allows you to work around any hip or groin 
trauma. There is NO uncomfortable ischial bar to deal with, so any concerns of your causing unnec-
essary pressure and additional pain are not an issue. The traction pole instantly adjusts for adult, 
child or pediatric use. Popular anti-shock pants can be quickly and easily applied over the device. 
One person can properly apply this device in less than 2 minutes.  Comes complete with a conve-
nient 9 1/2” wide by 3 1/2” tall storage pouch & easy-to-follow instructions. Weighing in at less than 
20 ounces, you can easily carry a traction device in your trauma box, jump bag or first aid kit!
RPD-SPL-KTD   $124.30

I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N

Tape Hangers
The most sought after first aid device since the band aid!  Tape hangers work great clipped around your 
aid belt, vest or pack.  Hang one or two rolls of tape and it’s ready for immediate use.
CRC-FSA-TH  $3.95

CLEARVIEW Clear Collar
The Adjustable ClearCollar offers constant observation of the neck. Particularly when airway compromise is present, the 
ClearCollar affords a whole new level of direct observation.  The Clear Collar has two separate anterior locking mechanisms. 
This offers three big advantages, the first is that it is very secure, second, you don’t have to settle for a narrow range of 
specific locking detents. With most C-Collars, you have a limited choice of potential size adjustments. With the ClearCollar 
the size range is virtually infinite. Last, you can more easily fit it to the patient’s position of comfort. One of the oldest splinting 
principles is immobilizing a patient in position found. If a patient is holding his or her own neck at an angle, being able to affix 
it that way is a huge advantage. With the new dual locks, you can even lock the front in a twisted position. 
CRC-FSA-CVC   $12.95
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Cascade Rescue Mouldable Splints
Able to immobilize almost any bone in the body, these splints do it all.  They are light weight, can be 
easily folded or rolled for storage and is waterproof and not affected by extremes in temperature or 
altitude and is also radiolucent and can be disinfected.  Available in a variety of sizes and quantities.
CRC-SPL-MS36” Splint  $12.95  Case (10)  $110.00
CRC-SPL-MS18” Splint  $7.95  Case (10)  $70.00
CRC-SPL-MSF  Finger Splint (10 Pack)  $11.00  

SAM Sling
Trauma surgeons around the world agree on the importance of stabilizing pelvic fractures 
during the critical first “golden hour” following severe trauma. The SAM Sling is the first and only 
force-controlled circumferential pelvic belt scientifically proven in peer-reviewed studies to safely 
and effectively reduce and stabilize open-book pelvic ring fractures.
SAM-SPL-556652  $69.95

Clawson Immobilization Straps (CIS)
A great new idea in the field of rapid treatment in preparation for transport.  The CIS has many, many 
uses.  Constructed of heavy duty Cordura, the CIS is covered with shag Velcro on both ends and has 
a stretch panel in the center.  This allows the CIS to be used as an arm stabilizer, a sling, a brace for 
broken ribs or shoulder injury, a wrap with a mouldable splint, a pelvic girdle and a device to hold a 
backsplinted patients feet together or arms in place.  Uses for the CIS are limited only by your imagina-
tion.  Sold in pairs, the CIS measures 35” X 4” and stows neatly in your pack.
CRC-SPL-CIS  $26.95

Kendrick (KED) KODE 2
Crafting the ultimate in function and ease of application. Designed to safely and securely remove a 
victim from the most perilous positions, the device is constructed with tri-laminated rip stop nylon for 
long wear in the field.  The K.O.D.E. 2 features a centered notch that allows better access to back of 
head for padding work. A wider head piece allows better securing of head if in a flexed position. The 
first segment has no velcro for ease in taping into position. Deceleration straps for hold shoulders 
back. Chest flaps are wider at bottom for better coverage of most body types and are positioned 
on the left side to prevent tangling. The updated design also has the ability to fold back top area of 
chest flaps for well developed upper bodies and for access for electrodes.  Female buckles posi-
tioned better for the leg straps which are centered for anatomical correctness. All static webbing is 
coated to prevent contamination and allow for easier post incident clean up.
RPD-SPL-KK2   $199.95

CELOX
CELOX™ is a high performance chitosan-based hemostatic designed to stop lethal bleeding fast. It 
is easy to use, extremely effective, and safe (is a  Marked Class III Medical Device).  It also does not 
generate heat and will not burn the casualty or caregiver.  CELOX works independently of the body’s 
normal clotting processes. Its clotting ability has been proven to work in hypothermic conditions and in the 
presence of common anticoagulants such as Coumadin and Heparin.
SAM-FSA-C42859-15   $14.95  (15gm Pouch)

SAM-FSA-C42859-15C   $697.50  (Case of 50, 15gm Pouches)

I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N
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Speedblocks Head Immobilizer
The first high-performance reusable at the cost of a disposable, the SpeedBlocks Head Immobilizer affords you the best of both 
worlds. Low cost blocks with disposable foam pads and head straps are so effective that the inconvenience of taping the patient 
can be eliminated. SpeedBlocks offer a simple four-step process for application, a unique multi-axis block system to accommo-
date all head shapes and injury positions, and direct access to patient’s ears for better communication and inspection. 
PMI-SPB-PE42106  $53.50
PMI-SPB-PE42107  $18.75  (Replacement strap and pad)

Pro-Lite Spineboards

PLT-SPB-716  Pro-Lite  $196.30  
PLT-SPB-719   Pro-Eco $125.85  
PLT-SPB-721  Pedi-Lite $140.36
CRC-SPB-HDX Backboard $174.95  Fits Cascade Professional Series Tapered Litters.
SPECIFICATIONS:  Length:72”  Width: 16”  Depth: 1.5” (including runners)  Capacity: 500lbs.  Weight: 13.6 pounds  Material: 
High-density polymer  Colors: Red, Blue, Yellow, Orange 

Pro Eco Pedi LitePro Lite HDX

Seamless design prevents fluids from entering and eliminates cross-contamination,  With the unique design, two boards can be stored together in less than 
4” of space,  injury can be diagnosed before the patient is removed from the spineboard,  Foot section is angled slightly downward to assist rescuer in auto 
extrication,  Only board that provides natural curvature of the lower extremities,  Offers better patient centering and requires much less padding,  Compati-
ble to all head immobilization devices,  Weight: 12.5 lbs. 72” X 16” X 21/4” 16 - 2” X 51/4” 
Tapers from 16” to 14” at foot end 

Speed Straps 
When seconds count, choose Speed Straps for rapid extrication. Simple, washable two inch polypro webbing and 
dual adjust side release buckles that girth hitch to the handles allowing you to quickly package a patient for rapid 
movement. Sold in sets of six with a nylon storage bag. Speed straps for non pinned boards. 
CON-SPB-SSE   $47.00

Smart Straps
D-ring straps are a full 14 feet long each, with washable x-ray lucent hardware that can’t rust or corrode. 
Requires over 1,000lbs of force to break. Two straps are usually all that is necessary for most immobilization’s. 
With a little practice, Smart Strap spinal immobilization can be completed in less than 1 minute! (Really!)
CON-SPB-DRS1   $10.95

Triple X Strap System
The “Triple X” Spine Saver™ has twelve separate overlapping Velcro straps that quickly and securely immo-
bilizes a spine injured patient to virtually any spine board.  The machine washable “Triple X” Spine Saver™ 
is constructed of heavy weight 2” webbing, 1.5” Velcro, and has a reflective stripe running down the center 
alignment strap. Comes with its own zippered case.
CON-SPB-XXX1   $95.95

Immobilization Collar
This collar simplifies your job, saves space and provides outstanding immobilization. The quickest and easiest-to-use 
adjustable collar on the market. All you have to do is measure the patient, select the size, adjust and lock! 
CRC-SPB-SNC  $8.49

Speedboard
Do you perform “Rapid Extrication” on almost every patient? Can you clinically justify this 
practice? “Rapid Extrication” is intended to be reserved for the multi-system trauma patient 
with low blood pressure. You do it anyway because the short spine devices most widely 
available were designed decades ago, in the day of bench seats and big cars. They just do 
not work well in today’s bucket seats. They are nearly impossible to clean, disinfect and just 
take too long to apply. Why place your patient at risk of permanent disability when now you 
can do the job right without compromise?
PLT-SPB-710K  $197.40

I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N
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Petzl MGO - 110
This very large automatic locking directional connector is designed for connection to metallic structures or to large diameter cables 
and bars and features an ergonomic unlocking handle. A must for climbing towers and for gondola and tram evacuations.
Weight : 940 g
Major axis strength : 23 kN
Minor axis strength : 15 kN
Open gate strength : 7 kN
Gate opening : 110 mm
PET-EBD-MGO110  $115.00

Line Belay
Virtually identical to our Line Saver, the Line Belay is designed to allow easier decents by using a 2:1 
pulley system or ascents with a 4:1 or 6:1 system by the rescuer for unconscious evacuees or just those 
that need some extra assistance.  Independantly tested to 4,000lbs.
CRC-LFT-LB   $104.95

Line Saver
Save those expensive ropes!  Now constructed of heavy gauge STAINLESS steel 
tubing, our line savers are the industry standard. Easily secured over most chairlift 
cables, these line savers will prevent rope abrasion from cables and on most lifts, 
keep the rescue line from sliding under the chair attachment point.
CRC-LFT-RS   $69.95

Lift Evac Throw Bag
Heavy duty Cordura nylon throw bag that is weighted “just right” at the bottom to allow you to sling it 
over the haul line using the attached throw strap.  Includes 75 feet of Avalanche cord attached to the 
inside of the bag.
CRC-LFT-TB  $44.95

L I F T  E V A C U A T I O N

Petzl Vertex Vent
With its strong chin strap, the VERTEX VENT helmet sets the standard in head protection for 
workers at height. Ventilation holes with adjustable sliding shutters allow air to circulate in the 
helmet when needed. Its sixpoint mesh headband ensures comfort, and its CenterFit adjust-
ment system adjusts the headband and keeps it  centered on the head. The VERTEX VENT is 
designed to optimally accept hearing protection, the specific VIZIR visor, or a PIXA headlamp.  
Available in Black, White, Red, Blue, Yellow and Orange.
PET-HEL-A10V_A  $115.00

Petzl Alveo Vent
The ALVEO VENT is a lightweight and ventilated helmet for workers at height. Its ventilation holes allow air to 
pass through the helmet. Its CenterFit adjustment  system adjusts the headband and keeps it centered on the 
head. The ALVEO VENT is designed to optimally accept hearing protection, the specific VIZIR visor, or a PIXA 
headlamp.  Available in Red, White and Yellow
PET-HEL-A20V_A  $105.00

PMI Advantage
For classic styling, maximum comfort and minimum impact, PMI Advantage offers industrial Kevlar head protection 
and plenty of detail oriented comfort. Fully adjustable ratchet headband and straps make this a helmet for almost any 
size head. Meets NFPA 1951 as a Utility Technical Rescue Protective Helmet Standard. Key Features: Fully adjust-
able . Three point chinstrap . Headlamp retainer . Goggle mount . Clips to attach earmuffs.  Available in Red, White 
Blue Orange, Yellow and Flourescent Green.
PMI-HEL-HL33013  $164.00

Petzl Ascension Ascender
Designed for ascending and occasionally for hauling (progress capture), Wide, ergonomic molded handle allows a comfort-
able yet powerful grip, Toothed cam with self-cleaning slot optimizes performance under any conditions (e.g. frozen or dirty 
ropes).  Comes in left-handed and right-handed versions, • For single ropes between 8 and 13 mm in diameter.
PET-EBD-B17 WRA (right-handed, yellow)  $74.95
PET-EBD-B17 WLN (left-handed, black)  $74.95
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Cascade Cable Glider
The Cable Glider is designed specifically for Gondola and Tram customer evacuation.  Made almost entirely of high-grade Titanium, and at less than 14lbs, 
the Cable Glader can be easily “one-handed” onto the Gondola cable.  The Cable Glider features an extendable foot-rest and a comfortable Down-Tube 
and seat that make it easy for the rescuer to mount, travel the cable and dis-mount.  The Cable Glider is extremely safe.  When attached to the cable it can 
be secured with a manual brake lock.  Once the rider (rescuer) mounts the Cable Glider, the brake is automatically engaged and locked and the Glider will 
not travel down the cable until the operator applies positive force to the brake lever.  By simply pushing forward on the brake lever, the Glider will travel 
down the cable and decent speed is easily controlled by the operator.  If the brake lever is released, the Glider will stop.  This “deadman” style brake mech-
anism eliminates the chance for a runaway, even if the operator is incapacitated.  May also be used for Zip Line Rescue’s.

The Cable Glider is currently in use at many areas including Vail, Silver Mountain, Sun Valley, Jackson Hole, Whistler Blackcomb and many more.  Safe, 
fast, effective and made by Cascade Rescue Company in our ISO9000 Certified Plant.
CRC-LFT-CGR (right) $3,500
CRC-LFT-CGL (left)  $3,500

L I F T  E V A C U A T I O N

Adjustable Length Foot Rest

We create custom rigging 
packages to meet your 

individual needs.
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Cascade Hang Glider
The Hang Glider is a product that evolved from the popular Cable Glider.  We replaced the downtube, seat and footrest assemply on the Cable Glider with 
a fast “Clip-In” attachment point thereby creating a compact, lightweight vehicle that allows a rescuer to “hang” from their full body harness.  Ideal for situa-
tions that require minimum weight and bulk.  The Hang Glider is suitable for most any rescue scenario that requires getting to a gondola, tram or chairlift as 
quickly and easily as possible.  Just like our Cable Glider, the Hang Glider is made almost entirely of high-grade Titanium, and weighs just 10 pounds!  

When attached to the cable it can be secured with a manual brake lock.  Once the rider (rescuer) places weight on the Hang Glider, the brake is auto-
matically engaged and locked and the Glider will not travel down the cable until the operator applies positive force to the brake lever.  By simply pushing 
forward on the brake lever, the Glider will travel down the cable and decent speed is easily controlled by the operator.  If the brake lever is released, the 
Glider will stop.  This “deadman” style brake mechanism eliminates the chance for a runaway, even if the operator is incapacitated.
CRC-LFT-HGR (right) $3,000
CRC-LFT-HGL (left)  $3,000

Standard Features:
• Fits Cables from 30mm to 58mm  

• Lightweight Titanium/Aluminum Construction

• Positive “Deadman” brake

• Variable/Controllable Speed Descent

• Manufactured in ISO9000 Plant

• Lifetime Materials and Workmanship Warantee

• Simple to Use and Easy to Train

On-Site Training Available

L I F T  E V A C U A T I O N
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Cascade Toboggan Line Launcher
Identical to the Line Launcher with Line Spool but sold without the Line Spool Can-
nister and Mounting.  (Power Loads, Projectiles and Cord sold separately)
CRC-LFT-LC   $162.95 (Line Launcher)
CRC-LFT-RD   $26.95 (Projectile)
CRD-LFT-PL  $13.95 (Power Loads - Box of 100)
Please Specify:  High (80 yards), Medium (60 Yards), or Low (40 Yards)

Chair Lift Evacuator Seat
The Cascade Toboggan Chair Lift Evacuator Seat is the best all 
around “T” style evac seat available.  “Tried and True” - constructed 
of heavy duty square tube steel, then powder coated with a special 
GRIP finish and fitted with a Cryogenic Plastic seat base.  All stress 
points are double welded to ensure “No Failures” during operation. 
A low stretch kernamantle rope harness is attached to the top loop 
to secure under the evacuee’s arms.  Serialized and independantly 
load tested for safety.  Certificate of Independant Testing available 
upon request.
CRC-LFT-CLES   $134.95

CT Line Launcher w/ Line Spool
The CT Line Launcher features a comfortable “pistol grip”, a bright orange body 
for high visibility, thumb operated latch for ease of loading of the self extract-
ing breech.  Capable of shooting a Launcher Projectile and  line over 80 yards!  
Simply load the Spool Canister with Launcher Line, tie the line off to the Projectile 
Loop and your ready to go.  Line spools evenly out of the Line Spool and trails the 
Projectile to its destination.  Extremely accurate and easy to use.  Line Spool may 
not be orded seperately. (Power Loads, Projectiles and line sold separately)
CR-LFT-LLLS  Line Launcher with Line Spool  $279.95
CR-LFT-133828 780’ Center Wound Orange, 150lb test  $34.95
CR-LFT-133831 950’ Center Wound Orange, 80lb test  $27.95

L I F T  E V A C U A T I O N

Rescue Sling
A quick and simple sling favored by ski patrol and swiftwater 
rescue personnel. Side opening design with a padded chest 
strap uses double locking snap hook and D ring. Rescue 
sling can also be donned by slipping over subjects head and 
adjusting with sliding chest buckle.  One size fits most
YGR-HRN-311  $180.00
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Avitar Seat Harness
Just like your favorite pair of jeans, the Avatar is extraordinarily wearable. Ergonomic shape, contoured padding, 
double-adjustable waist, adjustable leg loops and adjustable rear risers lend to the comfort of this harness. Front 
Waist and side D Ring attachment points make this an excellent choice for work or rescue. Can be retrofitted with 
your choice of two optional Chest Harnesses to meet NFPA Class III and ANSI fall protection standards. Black and 
Safety Yellow. Comes with a convenient storage-carry bag. Made in USA. Optional Chest Harness sold seperately. 
PMI-HRN-SG51043  $240.00        (Standard Size)
PMI-HRN-SG51044  $254.00        (Large -XXL)

Diamond Chest Harness (Avitar)
Providing maximum versatility for Fall Arrest or Confied Space Operations, the Diamond features 
sternal and dorsal attachment points as well as shoulder lifting rings.
PMI-HRN-SG51045  $150.00

NAVAHO BOD FAST Harness 
Simply the best work positioning and fall arrest harness with a wide, semi-rigid waistbelt for excellent support.  Waistbelt and 
suspension seat lined with breathable perforated foam for maximum comfort when suspended: Foam shoulder straps are widely 
spaced to reduce neck chafing and are linked to the directional ventral connector for easy donning:  If the waistbelt is weighted, 
the load is transferred to the shoulder straps, which distribute it over the shoulders, The ventral attachment point distributes the 
weight more evenly between the waistbelt and the leg loops during suspended work, The two lateral attachment points transfer 
the weight evenly around the waistbelt for comfort when leaning back in the belt (when feet are supported),  A sternal and a 
dorsal attachment point for connecting a fall arrest system, A rear attachment point on the waistbelt for connecting a restraint lan-
yard, Three equipment loops with protective sheath with slots for CARITOOL tool holder, Waistbelt and shoulder straps equipped 
with self-locking doubleBack buckles.  Equipped with FAST automatic buckles for quick and easy opening and closing without the 
need to readjust. Also available without FAST Buckles.
PET-HRN-C710F01B  FAST  $400.00

GRILLON  Adjustable lanyard for work positioning
The Petzl GRILLON is a highly adjustable work positioning lanyard and an excellent choice for working with the Cascade 
Cable Glider for Gondala, Tram and chair lift evacuations.  The Grillon allows you to get comfortably positioned at your work 
station. The length of the Grillon is easy to adjust. To shorten, just pull on the rope, to lengthen the positioning, simply pull 
on the lever.  Also available in 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 meter lengths.
PET-FPT-L52A020 (20 Meter)  $255.00

ABSORBICA
Energy absorber with integrated double or single lanyard designed for passing 
intermediate anchor points on fixed protection points.  The energy of the fall is 
absorbed by the tearing of specific webbing.  Mesh pouch with zipper protects the 
energy absorber from abrasion or projections and allows regular verification of the 
absorber’s condition. Each leg measures 1.75 meters and includes MGO hook (s).
PET-FPT-L70150 YM (Y Lanyard)  $230.00
PET-FPT-L70150 IM  (Single “I” Lanyard)  $140.00
PET-FPT-L57  (Absorbica Only)  $54.95

Heightec Workseat
The heightec-PMI™ workseat is not only sturdy but comfy too. Closed cell foam padding provides comfort for 
those long hours on the job. Fully adjustable buckles, even under load. Two gear loops provide ample space for 
tools or accessories.  Key Features: Adjustable buckles under load, Two gear loops, Closed cell foam padding.  
Weight: 4.5 lbs (2 kg)
HTC-LFT-HD26188  $172.00

Pitagor
Evacuation triangle with shoulder straps ensure that the subject is secure before 
lowering.  Easily adjusts on the evacuaee with self-locking DoubleBack buckles.
PET-HAR-C80 BR  $147.00

PMI Hasty Harness
This simple and secure evacuation seat is specially designed to be lightweight, efficient and easy to 
put on a patient in distress.  The split center piece of the triangle design conforms to the wearer and 
is surprisingly comfortable, even for an extended ride.  One size fits most.
PMI-HRN-SG51114  $149.00

L I F T  E V A C U A T I O N
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CT Waterproof Rope/Evac Bag
Patterned after our super popular Rope Bag, this bag has enough storage room for 300 feet 
of 11mm rope, carabiners, harnesses, belays and more.  The triple layered bottom sports a 
slash pocket to insert the base of your evac seat, allowing you to strap the upright of the seat 
to the outside of the bag.  The package is complete with an adjustable shoulder strap.  Just 
sling it over your shoulder and go!
CRC-LFT-WCLEB  $47.95

Magnum Rope Bag 
The Magnum features 1000d Cordura construction, and can hold up to 100M of 12mm rescue 
rope. The bag has a zippered bellows, that when deployed doubles the opening size of the top, 
making stuffing the bag a breeze.  The bag is double ended so both ends of the rope are acces-
sible ( a real plus for intelligent rigging). The bottom end of the bag sports a #6 brass grommet 
to tie your rope off.  A unique feature of this bag is a 5ft x 5ft flaking tarp ( tethered inside the front pocket), which helps pro-
tect the rope from mud & debris during a raise. When you add reflective striping, a vinyl window, adjustable shoulder straps, 
and a large grab loop, you’ve got the best rope bag available anywhere.  Color: Red/Black
CON-RBP-MRB1  $89.00

TRANSPORT 45L
The TRANSPORT is a durable large-capacity pack (45L). Its padded shoulder straps and waistbelt are ex-
tremely comfortable during carriage. The materials now used are PVC-free.  Waistbelt, shoulder straps and 
back panel are padded for comfort, Upper flap with inside identification card pocket,     Welded construction for 
greater strength, Cordlock closure easy to manipulate, designed for difficult environments, Side and top handles 
for carrying by hand, Upper loop for hauling, Inside loop for suspending pack in open position
PET-RBP-S42Y 045  $150.00

PERSONNEL 15 L
The PERSONNEL is a durable small capacity pack.  Simple, lightweight design, Inside flap with identification card 
pocket, Welded construction for greater strength (PVC free), Cordlock closure easy to manipulate, designed for difficult 
environments, Side and top handles for carrying by hand,  Upper loop for hauling, Inside loop for suspending pack in 
open position.
PET-RBP-S44Y 015  $88.95

TOOLBAG - Tool pouch
 Allows tools to be organized during suspended work, Cord-
lock allows the pouch to be closed easily during transport 
or when moving about and attaches easily to any harness.  
Small and Large
PET-RPA-S47YS  $36.95

PMI TowerTek™
SELF EVACUATION OR RESCUE OF ANOTHER BY CONTROLLED DESCENT. TowerTek™ is designed to meet the 
requirements of mast and tower climbers who need to evacuate themselves or recover an injured worker. Allowing for 
immediate descent of a rope, the kit includes the PowerLock™ descender. The PowerLock™ descender has a double 
action safety mechanism which will brake if the user either lets go or squeezes too hard in panic. Prior to descent, the 
PowerLock™ easily adjusts the amount of rope slack and provides excellent braking control, even with a load of two 
persons. This system does not include a rescuer harness.  Includes: 11 mm PMI® Access Pro Rope,  1 - 1 m Steel an-
chor sling,  1 - Hurricane Pro™,  4 - Steel ANSI rated Carabiners, 1- PowerLock™ rescue descender,  1 - Pair Rescue 
Shears,  1 - Casualty attachment sling,   1 - Carrying Bag
PMI-LFT-KT36148  $941.00

R O P E  B A G S  A N D  P A C K S

Cascade Rescue Rope Bag
Constructed of heavy duty coated Cordura. Two compression straps ensure your ropes and 
other gear do not shift.  Adjustable shoulder straps ensure a snug fit. Spring loaded loop draw-
string closure. Will hold up to 230 feet of 11mm rope and evacuation equipment with ease.  
CRC-LFT-RB   $43.95

Multi-Strap
The Multi Strap is a multiple use, easy to use, and low cost tool for rescue and rigging. This one tool has over 
20 uses; a pick off strap, litter bridle, adjustable footloop, multi point anchor, and patient drag just to name a 
few. The Multi Strap is an invaluable tool to add to any gear cache. Now made with the SMC Rigging Ring. 
Key Features: Fast connection . Extra layer of webbing for protection . Supporting loads up to 22 kN (5000 
lbf) . Always select an anchor that is capable of supporting 22 kN (5000 lbf) per person attached.
PMI-WTR-SG51236  $22.00
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Rope ID Kit
Keeping track of your ropes, their history and replacement rotation is a key risk management responsibility. Kit 
includes six tags and 12 inches of clear shrink tube.  Marks any rope, easy to apply and long lasting. 
PMI-RPA-RC48030   $6.60 each

Technical Rescue Riggers Guide II
The new second edition is the completely updated version of original Technical Rescue Riggers Guide by Rick Lipke- 
This great new pocket reference is the most comprehensive guide available today. It shows extremely safe, modern 
techniques, in 196 pages, with over 500 clear illustrations and photos, from basic knots and anchors, to highlines, helo 
rescues, and much more!   Printed in full color on high tech storm proof/tear resistant paper. This is not an instructional 
text, but rather a quick pocket reference guide for personnel already trained and familiar with modern rope rescue. 
CON-INS-TRR2   $24.95

High Angle Rescue Techniques 3rd Edition
A unique step-by-step approach to instruction facilitates the learning process for both trainers and students.  High Incline Rescue 
Techniques offers the latest in compliance with nationally reecognized standards set by OSHA and the NFPA.  With 384 pages 
and 500 illustrations, it comes with its own handy pocket field guide.
PMI-INS-BK13007  $63.95
PMI-INS-BK13021  $25.95   Pocket Field Guide  (included with BK13007)

Sewn Prusik Cord Loops
Precision sewn loops form a sleek, low profile connection that is stronger than a knot.  Clear tubing protects 
the stitches yet allows for easy inspection.   (Prusiks only, hardware not included)  
Many other standard sizes as well as custom sizes available, see Cascade-Rescue.com for details

PMI-CRD KT36091  8mm Sewn Prusik 22” long, green  $8.60

PMI-CRD-KT36092  7mm Sewn Prusik 34” long, yellow  $9.20

PMI-CRD-KT36093  7mm Sewn Prusik 5ft. 8” long, yellow  $11.50

Etriers
Use these sturdy Etriers when climbing in, on, or around structures, or anywhere you need an extra boost. Attach Etrier to an anchorage 
by top loop and ascend steps like a soft stepladder. Key Features: Reinforced steps in contrasting colors . 1” tubular webbing . MBS of 
each loop is 2 kN (450 lbf) . Loop width 5”, Available in 4, 5 and 6 steps.  
PMI-ETR-SG51040  $32.25 (4 STEP)
PMI-ETR-SG51034  $32.25 (5 STEP)
PMI-ETR-SG51096  $39.20 (6 STEP)

Daisy Chains
Constructed of 1” (25 mm) tubular webbing, this multi-loop daisy chain helps organize your rigging 
gear. While not rated for life safety, each loop on our gear daisy will hold 2 kN (450 lbf) because of the 
double back construction. Key Features: Single length of webbing . Hand loop at one end . Organize 
your gear! Available in 3’ with 9 loops and 4’ with 13 loops.
PMI-HRN-SG51035  $17.95
PMI-HRN-SG51041  $20.80

Anchor Sling
Setting a strong and secure anchor is easy with the right tools. Adding PMI Anchor Slings to your anchor kit gets the job done 
quickly and efficiently. Choose from 3 different lengths for all your rigging applications. Key Features: 1 3/4” webbing . Steel 
D-rings on both ends.  Fast connection.  Available in 3’, 4’, and 6’ lengths. Basket (U): 69 kN | End-to-end: 29 kN | Choker: 20 kN
PMI-ANC-SG51029  $41.00, $46.50 and $51.25

Petzl FOOTAPE
Adjustable webbing foot loop that attaches to the ASCENSION handled rope clamp or the BASIC rope clamp for rope ascents.  
Underfoot strap is abrasion-resistant and is slightly rigid to make it easier to step into and elastic keeps foot in loop.    The 
Footape is height adjustable, and works with any type of shoe and stores easily when not in use.  DoubleBack buckle easily 
and quickly adjusts length of foot loop.
PET-HRN-C47A  $29.95

P R U S I K S  A N D  S L I N G S
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Accessory Cord 
Designed for climbing, rescue and industrial applications, these cords are constructed  of strong and supple 100% nylon that resists abrasion, UV 
degradation and chemical contamination.  Available in 3mm – 9mm in 100m (328ft) spools sizes.  Colors may vary - choices limited to stock on hand. .  
Ideal for cordolette, prusik or accessory use.    
Product # Diameter  MBS  Price    
CC020  2mm   .7kN  $32.10 
CC030  3mm   1.6kN  $46.20  
CC040  4mm   3.3kN  $72.00
CC055  5mm   5.5kN  $98.00
CC060  6mm   6.8kN  $120.00
CC070  7mm   9.3kN  $155.00
CC080  8mm   14.0kN  $189.00
CC090  9mm   16.2kN  $250.00

Avalanche Cord 
Kernmantle construction for low stretch and high strength.  This 1/8” 3000’ rainbow cord with a 350lb rating is ideal for emergency 
use or chairlift evacuations as a pull cord.  Also works great with the CT Line Launcher. 
CRC-CRD-447433     $164.95

Polypropylene Webbing
Heavyweight polypro webbing is our most popular webbing, by far. It has low stretch, (especially when wet) and good strength 
to ratio (900 lb. test). Its uses include tie down straps, bag and backpack straps, leashes, leads, collars, belts, and much more. 
Our heavyweight line is available in 1”, 1-1/2”, and 2”.  Sold by the yard or roll of 100 yards.
CRC-WEB-1PW   $.85/yd  (1 Inch)
CRC-WEB-1.5PW   $1.05/yd  (1.5 Inch)
CRC-WEB-2PW   $1.25/yd  (2 Inch)

Product # Description     MBS  Price  
WB59001  1” Tubular Webbing - per yard   4000lbs  $1.05 
WB59002  1” Tubular Webbing - per 100yd spool   4000lbs  $99.00
WB59013  2” Tubular Webbing - per yard (Red Only)  8000lbs  $2.20
WB59014  2” Tubular Webbing - per 50yd spool (Red Only) 8000lbs  $135.00

PMI Tubular Webbing
PMI’s webbing is specially built to military specifications.  Certified by the manufacturer to the strengths listed per Federal Test 
Method 191A-4108.  Available by the yard or by the spool for all rigging uses - slings, anchorages, hasty seats, etc.  Available in 
Black or miscellaneous colors as available - please specify when ordering.

Polypropylene Rope
Triple strand twisted polypropylene barrier rope.  Available in solid yellow or yellow/black.  Sold in 1200 ft. spools.
CRC-STR-PR12   $155.95 (1/2 Inch)
CRC-STR-PR38   $104.95 (3/8 Inch)
CRC-STR-PR14   $44.95 (1/4 Inch)

Product #  Diameter  Color   MBS   Price  
RR110-WB  11mm X 150ft  White   26.91kN   $119.95
RR110-OW  11mm X 150ft  Orange/White  26.91kN   $139.95
RR110-BK  11mm X 150ft  Black   26.91kN   $139.95
RR125-WB  12.5mm X 150ft  White   40.48kN   $149.95
RR125-OW  12.5mm X 150ft  Orange/White  40.48kN   $179.50
RR125-BK  12.5mm X 150ft  Black   40.48kN   $179.50

PMI Classic Professional Kernmantle Rope for Lift Evacuation

Our absolute best rope for Chair Lift Evacuations.  This rope is super abrasion resistant is third party certifed by 
Underwriters Laboratory (UL) in conformance with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and European 
Standards (CE) for Life Safety Rope.  PMI’s 16 carrier construction beats 32 and 48 carrier designs hands down in 
abrasion tests.  Standard colors are White, Orange and Black in 150’ lengths, but many other colors are available as 
well as custom lengths.

R O P E  A N D  W E B B I N G
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SMC NFPA Rigging Plate
Half the size of the bigger plates on the market, yet just as strong and with oversized holes to accommodate more 
gear. Contoured edges are easy on ropes, webbing, and carabiners. Each oval hole will easily accept 2 large cara-
biners while a large center hole accepts numerous connections.
SMC-EBD-SM130005   $53.80
SMC-EBD-SM130301N  $29.00 (Mini)

Petzl Grigri 2
The design of the GRIGRI 2 makes belaying easier. The belay technique is identical to classic belay technique, and 
the assisted braking capability facilitates arresting falls.  The new GRIGRI2 builds on the success of the first GRIGRI, 
which helped revolutionize sport climbing over the last 20 years. Besides being smaller and lighter, this latest version 
has been designed to work with the thinner ropes that many climbers are using today. It also features a new design 
that allows for smoother lowering.  Weight : 170 g, Rope compatibility : For use with single ropes between 8.9 and
11 mm in diameter, Material(s) : aluminum side plates, stainless steel cam and friction plate, reinforced nylon handle
Certification(s) : pr EN 15151-1 type 6, UIAA
PET-EBD-D14 2O  $99.95

Petzl ID S
Securely and comfortably descend the line while performing rope access work with I’D L Descender from Petzl. This 
larger version of Petzl’s classic descender allows for easy positioning on the rope and is great for technical rescue or 
other work at heights because of its panic-proof design and is designed for rescue and accommodates larger diam-
eter ropes.  The I’D gives you total control of your descent and the the anti-panic design means that, should you pull 
suddenly on the handle, the cam locks automatically, arresting the fall.  Solid aluminum alloy construction makes it a 
lightweight, yet strong device. Petzl’s special design eliminates installation errors on the rope.
PET-EBD-D200SO  $235.00

SMC Excape 8
At only 1.7 ounces and measuring 2.73 X 2.8 inches, this device is one of the best for self evacuation and emergency 
situations.  NFPA certified and geometrically optimized for use with smaller ropes, the innovative design ensures the 
ideal amount of friction for a fast, yet controlled descent.  Large enough to handle doubled-up sections of 5 or 6mm 
rope this is the ideal choice for those who may need make rapid egress.  Available in Gold or Black.
NFPA126501  $22.00 (gold)
NFPA126502  $22.00  (black)

CMI Rescue 8
This Rescue 8 is forged of 7075 aircraft alloy and achieves an incredi-
ble breaking strength of 6000 lbs. with just 1.4 oz.
CMI-EBD-434830   $48.25

Classic 8
With a strength rating of 25kN and weight of 
just 100 grams, this “8” is still a favorite.
CRC-EBD-432822  $9.15

The SCARAB® Rescue Tool
The SCARAB® Ultra versitile general rescue tool, machined from solid 303 stainless plate. Works with 9mm to 
13mm rope.It was born out of the need for a small, simple device that could easily control heavy rescue loads, as 
well as excel at pick offs, twin rope systems and other general rescue techniques. The SCARAB® is the perfect 
choice for both Fire/Rescue and back country rescue environments.
CON-EBD-SFR1  $99.95  (STAINLESS)
CON-EBD-STI1  $249.95  (TITANIUM)

SMC Rescue Swivel
This Rescue Swivel is a high performance piece of gear with incredibly smooth action and a beautiful feel and finish. 
The holes are sized to work with rescue carabiners, and allow the lock sleeves to rotate through the holes. The 
heat-treated axle and a sealed high efficiency ball bearing ensures a smooth rotation. Compact for confined space and 
for awkward hauling situations. Smooth and rounded sides prevent catching on rocks, litters, or other components. 
Key Features: Lightweight . Anodized aluminum . Sealed bearing . Heat treated axle.
SMC-RGH-SM136007N  $91.10

8 ’ S ,  B R A K E S  &  D E C E N D E R S
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P U L L E Y S

Swiftwater Pulley
This aluminum pulley weights 6 oz. and features a 2’’ sheave. The anodized aluminum sideplates feature a series of 
holes that help to minimize the hydroplaning effect that might otherwise occur with a typical pulley. Sideplates are also 
configured to allow this pulley to work as a Prusik Minding Pulley. Sealed Ball Bearings provide optimal efficiency.  
Accepts ropes up to 13mm. 
SMC-PLY-147000  $41.50

CR Pulley
If Mighty Mouse had needed a pulley, this would have been his favorite! The SMC Crevasse Rescue Pulley is de-
signed especially as an alpine emergency device. Its diminutive size and featherweight belies its solid strength and 
efficiency when used in 2-to-1 C-systems. Tests to greater strengths than other pulleys in the same range of size 
and price. It has the required prusik minding capability for use in 3-to-1 Z-systems (which means it makes it easier to 
haul up heavy stuff without popping a vein, or to lower heavy stuff without dropping it!). A smooth running 1.25’’ nylon 
sheave runs on a zinc-coated axle, and the color-contrasting aluminum sideplates rotate for easy rope insertion and 
removal. Easy to use, easy to carry - a great palm-sized partner on the mountain and nearly anywhere else! Not suit-
able for use in a tyrolean traverse. 
SMC-PLY-SM159000  14.30

SMC Micro PMP
There’s no question that pulleys will forever be an important equipment component of wilderness and alpine explora-
tion and rescue, from hauling and crevasse rescue to highlines and tyrolean traverses. The wide base design maximiz-
es the effectiveness of a prusik hitch while a unique sideplate formation allows the use of larger ropes in a compact 
pulley. An oversized bell-shaped top hole accepts 2 large rescue carabiners or multiple small carabiners and allows 
the carabiners to be rotated freely and completely even while closed. Solid sideplates help prevent foreign object 
access and reduce snagging. High efficiency sealed ball bearing reduces performance loss in large systems. 
SMC-PLY-SM153000N  $41.50

Micro PMP Double
Virtually identical to the Single version, this double incorporates a becket designed to facilitate its use in compound 
pulley or other mechanical systems advantage systems. Routinely outperforms other full-sized pulleys. 
SMC-PLY-SM154000  $82.00

2” Prussik Minding Pulley
The line-up of versatile and well-designed pulleys from SMC continues to expand! If you have been looking for 
something sized between our 3’’ PMP and Micro PMP then you need look no futher. This pulley features the 
same exceptional quality that results from thoughtful design, highest grade materials and superb craftmanship, 
everything that you’ve come to expect in any SMC product. Works with multiple carabiners. 
Sheave is 2’’ x 1/2’’ (13mm)  Accepts ropes up to 13mm.
SMC-PLY-SM152700N  $62.40
SMC-PLY-SM152800N  $97.50   (Double)

CMI Service Pulley Light
A great lightweight line pulley  for chair lift evacuation, etc.  Made of precision machined aluminum and zinc plated 
steel.  Rated at 7,500lbs.  Weight:  6.7oz, 
CMI-PLY-435510  $31.70

SMC JRB Pulley
These SMC Pulleys are the mini of minis. Efficient and lightweight, its solid strength and efficiency tests to greater 
strengths than other pulleys in the same size and price range. It has the required prusik minding capability for use in 
a haul system (JRB Pulleys are now incorporated in our 4:1 Kit. A 1.20’’ nylon sheave and zinc-coated axle make any 
system run smooth. Simple to use and easy to carry into the field. 
Key Features:    JRB becket MBS: 2,298 lbf (13 kN), MBS: 22 kN (5000 lbf)
PMI-PLY-SM159201  $33.50
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SMC Advance Tech HX Pulley
The new Advance Tech HX is ideal for all rescue applications where a small mechanical advantage system is being 
used. The HX is a double pulley with an integrated cam that provides immediate progress capture.  Supports rope 
diameters from 7 mm up to 12.5 mm and stainless steel pins retain the rope when a rigged system is pre-packed.  
MBS: 34 kN (7644 lbf)  Weight: 9.5 oz (270 g), Length: 5.08” (12.9 cm),  Width: 2.74” (6.9 cm),  Height: 1.97” (5.0 cm),  
Becket Strength: 18 kN
PMI-PLY-SM154900N  $137.70

SMC Advance Tech Mate Double Pulley
This new pulley frame design is ideal for making compact haul kits. An integrated stainless pins help retain the rope 
when a rigged system is packed so that system can be pulled out and used immediately. Manufactured from high qual-
ity aluminum and anodized to help prevent corrosion.  The Advance Tech Mate is the ideal compact pulley for techni-
cians wanting to use the Advance Tech HX in a mini haul system. The Advance Tech Mate will support ropes diameters 
from 7mm up to 12.5mm.
SMC-PLY-SM154801N  $76.50
Petzl Gemini Pulley
Special side plates designed for use with a Prusik friction hitch in progress capture systems.  
Parallel mounted sheaves and auxiliary attachment point for creating different types of hauling systems
Sheave mounted on sealed ball bearings for excellent efficiency
Compact and lightweight, Weight: 135 g, Min. rope diameter: 7 mm, Max. rope diameter: 11 mm, Sheave type: sealed 
ball bearings, Sheave diameter: 25 mm, Efficiency: 91 %, Working load: 2 x 1.5 kN x 2 = 6 kN
PET-PLY-P66A  $92.95

Petzl Pro Traxion
Pulley with integrated progress capture device can be used as a pulley or rope clamp: - the trigger cam with teeth and 
cleaning slot works even on dirty or icy ropes.  The ergonomic spring-loaded catch is easy to manipulate, even with 
gloves and can be locked in open position for use as a simple pulley.  Large diameter aluminum sheave mounted on
sealed ball bearings for excellent efficiency and lockable moving side plate makes it possible to install the rope easily 
even if the pulley is already attached to the anchor.  Auxiliary attachment point for locking the pulley
and creating different types of hauling systems.
PET-EBD-P51  $135.00

Petzl Mini - Lightweight Single NFPA PMP
Highly efficient and lightweight Prusik pulley with special side plates designed for use with a Prusik friction hitch in 
progress capture systems.  Sheave mounted on sealed ball bearings for excellent efficiency.
PET-PLY-P59A  $52.95

Petzl Minder PMP
High strength, high efficiency Prusik pulley with special side plates designed for use with a Prusik friction hitch in prog-
ress capture systems.  Large diameter sheave mounted on sealed ball bearings for excellent efficiency.  Accepts up to 
three carabiners to facilitate use in difficult scenarios.
PET-PLY-P60A  $75.95

Petzl Twin PMP
Highly efficient double Prusik pulley designed for use on ropes between 7 and 13 mm in diameter.Special side plates 
designed for use with a Prusik friction hitch in progress capture systems. Parallel mounted sheaves and auxiliary 
attachment point for creating different types of hauling systems, including the most complex. Large diameter sheaves 
mounted on sealed ball bearings for excellent efficiency.  Accepts up to three carabiners to facilitate use. Certification: 
CE EN 12278, NFPA 1983 General Use. Weight 15.8 oz. (450 g).
PET-PLY-P65A  $126.00

P U L L E Y S
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Prima
Extra Large Carabiner made of high density alloy steel. Excellent strength and locking mech-
anism. Auto locking gate. Meets ANSI Z359.1-1992, NFPA 2001 class General use. 
CRC-STC FP-9201G  $38.00

Stubai Steel Screwgate Carabiner
Stubai Steel carabiners are known the world over as the finest quality and smoothest operat-
ing steel carbiners in the world.  Their Austrian workmanship is second to none and common-
ly the standard by which all other steel  carabiners are measured against.  When the best is 
needed, these are the only carabiners to use. 
STB-STC-434004   $23.95

S T E E L  C A R A B I N E R S

Austrialpine Big Hook
The Big Hook is an extra, extra large biner with a 2.75 inch gate opening.  External dimen-
sions of the Big Hook are 7.5” X 4” and it is made of 1/2” hardened steel for a working load 
limit of:  25kN (5625lbs).  Each Big Hook is ANSI rated and comes with a captive eye pin.  
This is the recommended carabiner for use with the Model 100 “Legend” Belay Points.
AUS-STC-434020 - $44.95

Stainless Steel Links
Extremely tough and versatile Stainless steel Oval and Delta Links from Maillon Rapide.  
Delta measures 4” X 3” and is of 12mm stock; Oval measures 3.5 X 1.625 and is of 10mm 
stock.
CRC-STC-SSD Delta Tri-Link $18.95
CRC-STC-SSO Oval-Link $16.95

Petzl Oxan
Oval steel carabiner
• Steel adapted to difficult use conditions
• Keylock system helps prevent snagging of the
carabiner during maneuvers
• Red indicator provides a visual warning when the
carabiner is unlocked (on SCREW-LOCK version)
PET-STC-M72 SLN  $17.95 (Black, Screw, NFPA)
PET-STC-M72 TLA  $24.95 (Tri-Act Lock)

Weight: 660g
Gate Clear: 51mm
Strength: 50kN

Weight: 230g
Gate Clear: 24mm
Strength: 32kN

Weight: 460g
Gate Clear: 85mm
Strength: 25kN

Weight: 260g
Gate Clear: 15mm
Strength: 84kN

Weight: 195g
Gate Clear: 21mm
Strength: 27kN

Mayan Modified D Steel Carabiner
Steel Modified Carabiner with Autolock. Strong, versatile, easy to handle w/ any pulleys. 
ANSI Z359.1 rated. Alloy Steel (19mm) 23kN (5,000 lbs)
CRC-STS-FP-9103G $21.00  (Autolocking)
CRC-STS-FP-9102G $8.42  (Screwgate)

Weight: 220g
Gate Clear: 20mm
Strength: 40kN

Keylock

Tacoma Steel Modified D
Modified auto-locking carabiner with strong and versatile gate, with large nose and 
opening for easy clipping. ANSI and NFPA rated. 
CRC-STS-FP-9005B $19.00

Weight: 220g
Gate Clear: 26mm
Strength: 40kN
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Basic Aluminum Screwgate Carabiner
The perfect low cost, light, functional aluminum screwgate carabiner.  
Light and functional, these “D” carabiners are ideal for racking equip-
ment or for ropes courses. New features include a wider gate clear-
ance and improved screwgate. Meets CE and UIAA specifications. 
OPC-ALC-433016   $9.50
Petzl AM’D TRI-ACT Carabiner
Asymmetrical aluminum carabiner
• Specifically for connection of gear and use at the end of a lanyard
• Excellent strength-to-weight ratio
• Keylock helps prevent snagging of the carabiner during maneuvers
PET-ALC-M34TLN $18.95

Petzl® Attache
The compact, pear-shaped locking carabiner is perfect for anchoring, 
tie-ins or anywhere extra security is desired and offers easy handling 
while facilitating belaying single ropes with a Munter hitch.  Manual 
screwgate system features red band indicator to show carabiner is un-
locked, providing a quick visual safety check.  Recommended for dirty 
and dusty environments that can cause autolocking carabiner mecha-
nisms to malfunction  
PET-ALC-M35 SL  $13.95
William
• Large size and opening allow easy anchoring of ropes and slings
• Wide pear shape facilitates belaying with a Munter hitch
• Keylock prevent snagging of the carabiner during maneuvers
• Red indicator provides a visual warning when the carabiner is unlocked (on SCREW-
LOCK version)
PET-ALC-M36 SL  Screw Lock  $14.95
PET-ALC-M36TLN  TriAct Lock  $19.95

Weight: 68g, Gate 
Clear: 15mm, 
Strength: 27kN

A L U M I N U M  C A R A B I N E R S

SMC NFPA Locking Aluminum Carabiner
An offset locking carabiner offering high-strength and reliability, the knob locks on the 
gate not on the carabiner frame to prevent jamming when loaded. Using a stainless steel 
gate and sleeve insures a lifetime of smooth action and trouble-free service.  The com-
ponents of this carabiner are meticulously hand-finished after machining, contributing to 
the smooth, free gate action that is the hallmark of all SMC carabiners. Each one is 100% 
hand-inspected for gate action and other functional characteristics before leaving our 
factory. Offered in three colors; Bright, Red (anodized frame with Bright gate) and Black 
(frame/gate).
SMC- ALC-18501  $16.20 (Bright)
SMC- ALC-18502  $18.00  (Black)
SMC- ALC-18505  $21.00  (Red)
PMI Mate
Performance meets fine design in this new, improved version of the PMI Mate carabiner. 
You’ll appreciate the clean, smooth action and exceptional quality of this HMS shaped 
carabiner. An excellent choice for munter hitch rappels and belaying.
PMI-ALC-HD26138  $18.50

Keylock - Screwgate

Kinetic
The SMC Kinetic Series has been specifically designed to meet all your personal protec-
tion requirements.  Built from the ground up this carabiner gives you the best of the best 
in carabiner functionality. The Kinetic  Series features a key lock nose, .98” gate opening, 
screw or auto locking gates. Weighing in at 2.8 oz. (Screw Gate) and 3.2 oz. (Twist Gate) 
you don’t have to sacrifice strength for weight when working at height all day long.  6295 
lbf (28kN)  Annodized aluminum, Blue or Tactical Black
SMC- ALC-103000 - Screw Lock  $17.00
SMC- ALC-103107 - Dual Auto Lock  $19.00

Weight: 75g
Gate Clear: 21mm
Strength: 28kN

Weight: 83g
Gate Clear: 20mm
Strength: 23kN

Weight: 90g
Gate Clear: 25mm
Strength: 25kN

Weight: 74g
Gate Clear: 19mm
Strength: 27kN

Weight: 91g
Gate Clear: 25mm
Strength: 27kN

Weight: 79g
Gate Clear: 24mm
Strength: 28kN

Keylock - Screwgate

Keylock

Keylock

Keylock
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Patrol Gear
Ultra Patroller Aid Belt
The only Aid Belt you will ever need - maybe forever!  Two inch waist belt box stitched into the 
wings, 600 denier Cordura, zips open all the way and lays flat, 2 compression straps outside to 
snug your gear down, clear zippered internal pouch as well as multiple dividers with six huge pock-
ets and fourteen bandoliers.  External zippered slash pocket, self evac gear pocket (holds 150ft 
of 6mm and other stuff), zip open wing pockets on each side with biner keepers and tape hanger 
holders.  Grippy Lumbar pad and waistbelt strap keepers.  Ultra and MAX have attachment points 
for Shoulder Harness.  Simply the best of the best!  
CRC-ADB-UPC  $51.95 (Ultra Compact) - 13.5 X 8 X 4.25
CRC-ADB-UP  $59.95 (Ultra Standard) - 15 X 9 X 5
CRC-ADB-UPM  $69.95   (Ultra Max)  - 17 X 9.5 X 5

8”
4”12”

8.5”
4.75”15”

10”

5”15”

Patrol I Belt
The Patrol I’s main pocket opens with huge #10 coil zippers, has four inter-
nal dividers, and four elastic keepers.  Its outside bellows pocket expands 
to carry quickly needed items.  350ci
CON-ADB-PFP1   $43.95

Patrol III Belt
We took our Patrol II and increased the size of the bottom pocket, 
added a rear slash pocket, and added a bellows pleat to the wing 
pockets to create an aid belt with unmatched performance.  The PIII’s 
bottom pocket is large enough to carry an assortment of ET tubes, or 
up to 100 ft of 6mm evac line.  It has three point compression straps, 
5 zippered pockets, a conical cut, 5 internal dividers and 14 elastic 
keepers.  800ci
CON-ADB-PFP3   $59.95

Patrol II Belt
The Patrol II’s main compartment opens with giant #10 coil zippers 
to access five dividers and 15 elastic keepers.  The bottom triangular 
pocket expands inward to carry personal or self evacuation items.  
Each of the contoured belt wings has a zippered pocket for latex 
gloves, wax, etc.  The Patrol II wraps snugly around your waist with 
dual compression straps and a double adjust waist buckle.  600ci
CON-ADB-PFP2  $50.95

Ultra Shoulder Harness
Fits only the CT Ultra and Ultra-Max Aid Belts.  Clips 
into existing D-Rings and slider buckle to pro-
vide you with the best weight distribution system.  
Harness also can hold Radio harness, transceiver 
pouch, multi tool, etc.
CRC-ADB-UPH  $26.95

Personal Self-Evacuation Kit
No more dropped gear!  Our Personal Self-Evac Kit comes in it’s own Patrol Vest size bag and includes 150ft 
of 7mm Evac Rope, a tiny Escape 8 descender, one aluminum carabiner and 16 feet of 1” tubular webbing 
for construction of a seat harness.  The bag is designed to be tied onto the inside of your vest and is compart-
mentalized to seperate your rope, webbing and hardware.  Access it when you need it, not as it is falling to the 
ground.
CRC-LFT-PSEK  $129.95

A I D  B E L T S
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Search Dog Pack
Intelligently designed nylon harness 
with padded chest pad, dual zippered 
body pouches and top handle.  Two 
adjustable undercarriage straps with 
double-back buckles for lifting safety.  
Perfect for dogs 45-65lbs. Adjustable, 
red only, one size fits most.
CRC-PTV-DP  $65.95

Ultimate Patrol VestTM

• Heavy Duty Water-Proof, Breathable Nylon Outer 
• Cordura Yoke and Collar Back
• YKK Water-Proof Zippers
• Plush High Cut Fleece Collar
• Cozy Fleece Lined Handwarmer Pockets
• Tape Hanger or Carabiner Loops
• Large Bandoliers in Rear Pocket for LIft Evac Gear
• Internal Fleece Sunglasses Pocket
• Heavy Duty “Hanger” Strap

• Reflective Piping in Critical Areas
• Snow Cuffs at Sleeve Openings
• Internal Pocket with Stuff Bag (For Stuff)
• Large Zip-Down Breast Pockets
• Protected Rock Solid Style Radio Harness
• Protected Bandoliers for Pens, Tool, Crimpers, Etc.
• ID holder
• Bottom Drawstring
• Four Horizontal and Two Vertical Supply Pockets

CRC-PTV-UPV     $94.95     Sizes:  Medium, Large, XL,   XXL  $69.95

Embroidered and Die-Cut Crosses
Seems like you always need extra first-aid crosses to go on fanny bags, packs and just 
about everything else.  We offer two types.  Our Embroidered Crosses are 600d Cordura 
with a waterproof backing.  All edges are embroidered to prevent fraying and give the cross-
es a very professional look.  We also offer die-cut crosses.  These crosses are lightweight, 
inexpensive yet very durable.  Cut from 600d Cordura with waterproof backing and ready to 
sew on.  Large: 10” X 10”, Small: 3” X 3”.
CRC-PTV-EC  Embroidered Large; $8.00  Small: $3.50
CRC-ADB-WC  Die-Cut Large; $3.00  Small: $1.50

P A T R O L  V E S T S
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Cascade Rescue’s Radio Harnesses remain a favorite for Patrollers, Lift Operations and Maintenance and many others around the world.  All of our radio 
harnesses come with side release, adjustable, four point body harnesses to fit securely at chest height* (Except CT650)  for easy operation and hands free 
listening.  They are universally adjustable to fit nearly any radio and include an auxiliary microphone and pen attachment sleeve.  A large zippered pocket 
holds note pads, wallet or other items.  Made from padded 600 denier coated Cordura nylon, or heavy duty mesh, this harness is weatherproof and won’t 
deteriorate under the effects of rain, snow, salt spray or perspiration.  Interior padding on the 600 and 1600 models also helps protect radio and user from 
impact shock.  Heavy duty mesh on 620 and 1620 models enhances airflow and cooling.  600 Series harnesses offer traditional three strap wrap to secure 
the radio, while 1600 Series offfers a burrito style wrap with top bungee and fastener.

Cascade Rescue Radio Harnesses

Deluxe Radio Harness
Our best selling heavy duty Cordura 
traditional style for all around use.
CRC-RDH-600  $31.50

Deluxe Radio and Cell 
Phone Harness
Our best selling heavy duty Cordura tradi-
tional style designed to fit a full size radio 
and a compact cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-600C   $40.00 

R A D I O  H A R N E S S E S

Rock Solid Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty Cordura
CRC-RDH-1600  $32.50

Mesh Rock Solid Radio Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty breathabler 
mesh designed to fit a full size radio and a compact 
cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-1620  $32.50

Rock Solid Radio and Cell 
Phone Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty 
Cordura designed to fit a full size radio and 
a compact cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-1600C  $41.00

Mesh Rock Solid Radio 
and Cell Phone Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty 
breathabler mesh designed to fit a full size 
radio and a compact cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-1620C  $41.00

Mesh Deluxe Radio and 
Cell Phone Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty 
breathabler mesh designed to fit a full size 
radio and a compact cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-620C  $40.00

Call for quantity discounts
Many other harnesses available at Cascade-Rescue.com

Mesh Deluxe Radio Harness
Our Rock Solid Harness in heavy duty breath-
abler mesh designed to fit a full size radio and a 
compact cellular phone.
CRC-RDH-620  $31.50
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Rock Solid Belt/Pack Radio Harness
Completely re-designed, this belt harness is equally at home on your belt or pack shoulder strap.  Completely adjustable bottom holster 
and side straps and doubly secure with a top strap bungee that clips on the front of the harness.  A solid plastic insert is sewn into the back-
ing internally to make sure the harness keeps its shape wherever you carry it.
CRC-RDH-650   $23.50

Clip & Go™ Pouch
Additional storage that can be clipped or 
threaded onto any of our patrol belts.
CON-RDH-CGP1  $18.00

Trauma Pro Radio Harness
The ultimate EMS holster.   The Trauma Pro 
has a main pocket that adjusts to hold any 
radio or cell phone made and will close flat to 
your body when a radio is not carried.  Small 
open top pockets on each side of the holster 
hold your mini-light, pen or window punch.
CON-RDH-TPH1   $33.00

Transceiver Pouch
Holds all transceivers and attaches to just 
about any radio or belt harness.  
CON-RDH-TSP1   $15.50

Double Adjusta-Pro 
Chest Harness
Identical in construction as the 
Adjusta Pro, the Double Adjusta 
Pro is designed for those that 
must carry two radios.
CON-RDH-DCH1   $44.00

Tool Chest Radio Harness
Truly a tool carrying platform, its large cargo 
pocket hinges open to reveal dividers and 
elastic keepers.  The top flap has an hourglass 
holster for instant access to trauma shears. 
Directly under the cargo pocket are two side 
mount pockets for multi tools, gloves, etc.  
There is even an elastic keeper for a mini 
flashlight.  
CON-RDH-RTC1   $69.00

Adjusta-Pro Chest Harness
Holds virtually any radio and the vertical 
orientation of the radio improves recep-
tion, extends antenna life, and reduces the 
chance of a chest injury during a fall.   The 
harness features all Cordura construction, a 
large bellows cargo pocket, pen pouch, and 
twin elastic antenna keepers.
CON-RDH-RCH1   $36.00

RCP-1  Pro Radio Harness
Unparalleled in design and workmanship, the RCP-1 Pro radio chest harness comes loaded with all the 
bells and whistles. Perfected over time from customers’ feedback to become the most comfortable and 
functional radio chest harness anyone can wear.  The RCP-1 Pro radio chest harness works great with or 
without a backpack.  
CXR-RDH-RCP1  $49.95

RP-1  Scout
The RP-1 Scout radio harness is lightweight and contoured to hold a radio as well as cell phone 
close and comfortably. The adjustable straps ensure comfort and a perfect fit regardless of cloth-
ing.  Offers an adjustable cell phone/GPS holder, writing tool pocket - Radio Holder - adjusts to fit 
multiple size radios and water resistant zipper seals main pocket
CXR-RDH-RP1  $36.95

R A D I O  H A R N E S S E S
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Petzl PIXA 1
Headlamp with wide, uniform beam, designed for close-range work.  Easy to operate and extremely dura-
ble, the PIXA 1 headlamp is the hands-free lighting solution that allows professionals to work comfortably 
at close range. Depending on the need, it may be worn on the head, mounted on the helmet, or placed on 
the ground. It provides constant, stable lighting performance.
PET-HDL-E78AHB  $38.95

Petzl PIXA 2
Headlamp with mixed beam, designed for close-range work and for movement.  Versatile and very dura-
ble, the PIXA 2 headlamp is the hands-free lighting solution for working comfortably at close range and 
for moving around safely. Depending on the need, it may be worn on the head, mounted on the helmet, or 
placed on the ground. It provides constant, stable lighting performance.
PET-HDL-E78BHB  $59.95

Petzl PIXA 3
Multi-beam headlamp adapted for close-range work, for moving around and for long-range vision.  Cm-
plete and very durable, the PIXA 3 headlamp is the hands-free lighting solution that adapts to any situa-
tion encountered on the terrain: close-range work, moving around and long-range vision. Depending on 
the context, it may be worn on the head, mounted on the helmet, or placed on the ground. It provides 
constant, stable lighting performance.
PET-HDL-E78CHB  $74.95

Mammut X-Shot Headlamp
Multifunctional headlamp for demanding mountaineers. The specially developed Total Reflex Optic com-
bines a HiFlux.LED for the spotlight with two lateral Definition.LEDs for the floodlight. Very high light values, 
four levels of brightness as well as a boost mode, ensure perfect vision in every situation. Additional details 
include the alpine emergency signal, function to prevent accidental switching on, red rear light and battery 
indicator.
MAM-HDL-2320-00260 $89.95

Mammut T-Peak Headlamp
The T-Peak is perfect for alpine pursuits or fast endurance sports. Thanks to its innovative optics, this 
featherweight offers excellent light output. With the combined strength of 1 x HiLux.LED and 2 x Definition.
LED, this very versatile lamp offers the ideal light in any situation. For a more extensive view, the Boost 
mode provides a longer light range.
MAM-HDL--2320-00300  $49.95

Conterra EMS/Rescue Light
The Conterra EMS/Rescue light attaches to virtually anything via its removable clip 
for use as a head lamp or visor light. Waterproof, the light is controlled by the push of 
a button:  The first push fires a bright red LED bulb for night vision work, Two pushes 
fires the white LED for normal reading, Three pushes fires both white and red for 
lighting a scene or walking a trail.
CON-HDL-LSL1

L I G H T S

Petzl Tikka XP 2 Headlamp
The TIKKA XP headlamp integrates two light sources as well as a Wide Angle lens with a simple 
open-close feature, allowing the user to choose between a long distance focalized beam and flood 
beam proximity lighting. This headlamp is equipped with a white high-output LED and a red LED. The 
white LED delivers 60 lumens in maximum mode and lights up to 60 meters. In economic mode, it can 
reach a burn-time of 160 hours. The red LED provides lighting to preserve night vision or to become a 
blinking light for increased safety, for example in an urban environment, etc. TIKKA XP² can be used 
with lithium batteries to decrease weight or increase performance in cold weather.
PET-HDL-E99PN  $54.95
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Rutschblock Cord
An innovative avalanche accessory providing vastly improved performance over the traditional knotted rope and producing effec-
tive snow profiles with minimal effort.  Lightweight cable is virtually indestructible, Low profile swage springs slice through snow 
and ice with minimum probe wear, Large loop handles can be used with gloves or mitts, Bright red cable can be bull whipped for 
traveling in white out conditions.  5.75m / 18.8ft        77g / 2.7oz
G5060  $23.95

Bonesaw
Inspired by frequent requests from guides, backcountry skiers, and avalanche professionals looking for a bet-
ter, more versatile snow saw -  a balance of bare-bones, super-clean design with everything that you need. 
Nothing less, nothing more; no superfluous elements.  The BONESAW is streamlined, light weight, easily 
pack-able, easily extendable, and tough enough to cut bone.  Continual stainless steel design,  Rubber coat-
ed handle for insulation, Easily extended by secure attachment to a ski pole, shovel handle or ice axe (two 
attachment straps are included),  Offset teeth cut wood, snow and ice,  Lightweight, durable sheath included.  
WEIGHT 169g/5.95oz, LENGTH 47cm (cutting length 35cm) 
G5061-1  $53.95

Blade Sling and Waterfroof Probe Case
Developed out of necessity, the Blade Sling is a more civilzed approach to packing your Avy shovel.  Constructed of 
the finest nylon webbing shoulder straps with 3/8” bungee, the Blade Sling threads through the handle and clips to the 
blade. Our Waterproof Probe Case is made from the same heavy duty, waterproof, 18oz reinforced vinyl as our Patient 
Protector; designed to protect your Avy Probes from the weather and keep them where you need them - on your shovel.  
Great complementary product to the Blade Sling.  (Shown attached to shovel at right)
CT-BS  (Blade Sling)  $15.95
CT-WPC (Probe Case)  $13.95

Mammut Probe Lite, Plus and Expert
• Lightweight Probe designed for everyday carry.
• 6 Piece aluminum Probe
• Dyneema cord for minimum weight and maximum no stretch strength
• Telescopic Lock
• Carry Bag
1060500  $45.00  Probe Lite
1060501  $49.00  Probe Plus 40cm longer
1060502  $59.00 Probe Expert Heavy Duty

The Summit Snow Saw 
This is the lightest weight Snow Saw on the market. It is manufactured from aircraft grade 7075 aluminum for its strength, edge retention, durabil-
ity and resistance to corrosion and comes with a new 7 mil Polyester Sheath designed to protect your gear when not in use   Aggressive Stagger 
Tooth style off-set saw teeth are hand-tuned for optimal efficiency and are more effective in cutting and clearing snow or ice; designed to cut on 
the ‘’thrust stroke’’ rather than the ‘’draw stroke’’ thus making it an even more effective saw. Dimensions: 20.75” x 1.75”  Weight: 3.4 oz (96 g).

138000  $38.95

P R O B E S / S A W S

Tourlight Avalanche Probe (260cm)
The Tourlight Probe is one of the easiest and fastest to assemble avalanche probes. Speed cones 
attached to the end of each probe section speed up assembly. It assembles in seconds by pulling 
the lead inner tube attached to a coated stainless steel cable. It locks into place with a simple, 
strong pop-button.  The probe includes 5cm increment lazer etched depth markings for accurate 
snow depth checks.  The stainless steel cable has an adjustment knob to adjust cable tension if 
the probe is loose when assembled. Includes nylon storage bag. The storage bag has strap loops 
to strap the probe to any shovel handle. 
V1170  $49.00 (320cm Guide Version $59.00)

G3 Solid Cache Probe
Over-built for maximum strength and abusive use by professional SAR teams requiring a solid, 
reliable tool for recovery operations. Penetrates dense and consolidated avalanche debris without 
deflection. Solid brushed alumninum tube construction, Threaded assembly system, Oversized tip, 
Infinite length possibilities, Durable storage bag with positive tie-on points, Sold as a complete kit 
with 7 sections. Individual replacement segments and tips available, 350cm / 292 50cm 1865g / 
65.8oz
GGG-PRB-G1020-350
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Pieps DSP
Enhanced by the latest DSP technology and a triple-antenna system, the PIEPS DSP not only offers an exceptional 60 
meter range but also greatly simplifies the rescue procedure, even in the case of multiple burials.  The DSP is the first 
beacon ever to display the number of victims. As soon as the PIEPS DSP picks up signals, the approximate distance 
and direction to the strongest signal are displayed on a large LCD plus the number of burials within range is represent-
ed on the LCD matchstick men.  The optimized multiple search, the absolute highlight of the PIEPS DSP, is based on 
a separation of signals via the digital signal processor (DSP). If there are multiple burials, this is clearly indicated by 
the number of matchstick men. By default, the PIEPS DSP will automatically search for the strongest signal. Once the 
position of the first burial has been located, a searcher can “MARK” the signal of the first burial. Once “MARKED” the 
first signal is now suppressed and the PIEPS DSP will automatically search for the second strongest signal and so on 
and so forth until all victims are located.
PPS-TRA-495015  Pieps DSP  $374.95

BarryVox Pulse
The most advanced transciever on the market.  This is the transciever you want your partner to have!  Features include a 
360 degree display - letting you know if you are heading away from the victim, Three Antennas, Accurate Pinpointing via 
combination Digital/Analog signal processing, Multiple victim overview, Easy Search picks the closest victim, Marking fea-
ture allows located victims signal to be suppressed, Victim Status identifies:  Located, Detectable Movement or Condition 
Unknown.
BVX-TRA-2310-00020 $490.00

Snow Anchor
You can never have too much anchor protection in unpredictable or changing snow. A deadman style anchor offers the best 
security in everything from fluff to mashed potatoes. The basic design of the anchor causes it to dive deeper when loaded, 
while the holes provide a solid bite in the snow. Doubles as an emergency digging tool or tent anchor. Made from high strength 
aluminum alloy with a 1/8” diameter steel cable. 
SMC-ANC-164000  $36.10  Small (4 1/2” X 7 1/2”)
SMC-ANC-164100  $40.80  Large (6” X 10”)

Anchor Picket
Perhaps the Perfect Picket, this snow anchor has a peerless strength-to-weight ratio, as well as an unmatched practical 
design. The Modified I web depth of 2” x 1.25” provides maximum hold, but is also compact for easy handling and pack-
ing. The sharp end is precision tapered to assist placement, and the functionally spaced I-hole pattern makes it a versatile 
anchor in any snow type, as well as facilitating use as a deadman. Truly an impeccable picket. 
SMC-PIA-162024  $22.50  (24” - Four Holes)
SMC-PIA-162036  $28.20  (36” - Eight Holes)

BarryVox Element
Digital 3-antenna device focusing on the essentials. The ELEMENT Barryvox® stands out thanks to its ease-of-
use and clear instructions. Its one-button operation and clearly laid out display make the device very user friendly. 
Guaranteeing fast and precise location. Signal analysis, listing of victims and a marking function are additional details 
to quickly and reliably tackle even complex situations involving multiple buried victims. The extremely robust housing 
offers good resistance to impact or breakage.
BVX-TRA-2310-000370 $350.00

T R A N S C E I V E R S
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THE “GET IT ALL” PACKAGE!
Your choice of a Pieps DSP or a Barryvox Pulse.  Get a great 
transceiver, Voile Telepro Shovel, Voile Tourlight Avalanche 
Probe, Cascade Bladesling and Waterproof Probe Case for an 
unbelievable price.  GET IT?  THAT’S FIVE COOL PRODUCTS 
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!!    (No Substitutions Please)
CRC-TRA-PAKM  $460.00  (PAK with Pulse)
CT-PAKP-TRA-  $395.00 (PAK with DSP)
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T- Wood
The Voile T-Wood avalanche shovel houses a hi-tensile steel saw blade. The blade is a “Saws-all” blade for amazing 
toughness. The blade conveniently stows inside the shovel shaft and is held in place with a double pop-button. The 
saw easily attaches to the telescoping shaft for extended reach. The utility saw blade 
can be used for cutting wood or snow, use for avalanche science work or winter 
shelter building. 
VOL-SHS-415 $57.00

Voile Tele-Pro Shovels
The ideal combination of strength, weight and size make this one of the toughest shovels on the market.  The quick-release 
handle and 10” x 11” scoop fit easily into most packs.  The “D” grip provides better control for strenuous digging.  Handle tubing 
is constructed of aircraft-quality T-6 aluminum.  Disassembles to 18” with double-sided, pop-in quick release. The Voile Telepro 
Avalanche shovel is the choice of avalanche professionals, guides, patrollers, and resuce teams worldwide.  Weight: 27oz.
VOL-SHS 402  $40.00  TelePro - Pro with telescoping handle

T6 Heat Treated Blade
Voile T6 avalanche shovel blade is the Professional’s Choice.  T6 is the level of hardness reached 
in the aluminum heat-treating process for the Voile T6 model avalanche shovel scoop. Avalanche 
professionals, guides, patrollers, and rescue teams require this level of durablity in their avalanche 
rescue shovel. All Voile T6 avalanche shovel scoops have deadman holes in the scoop to be used 
for snow anchors or for making a rescue sled.  Substitute this tough Heat treated shovel blade to any 
Voile shovel, (except the XLM - already has one!)
VOL-SHS-401-9  $9.00

Mini Shovel
The Voile Mini avalanche shovel is one tough shovel for its size. The most compact in our shovel line, it is more than friendly for 
almost any backpack. A trimmed down verision of the Voile Telepack avalanche shovel, the Voile Mini shovel overall length is 23” 
and weighs a pound and a half.
VOL-SHS-406  $40.00

Telepack Shovel
The Voile Telepack T6 avalanche shovel is a full size avalanche rescue shovel with a compact T handle that fits easily into 
your pack. Move mountains of snow fast, with the full size scoop and telescoping T-handle. Separate handle and scoop to fit 
into your pack.
VOL-SHS-404  $40.00 - Telepack

S H O V E L S
Just like the transceiver that your partner carries, the shovel your buddy carries is the shovel that could save your life. Long has this been the 
mantra of those who travel in the snow.  You want your backcountry partner to have a solid and reliable avalanche shovel that won’t fail if he or 

she has to dig you out.  When it comes to your friends life, don’t cheap out, and don’t let him (or her) either.

The XLM
The Voile XLM avalanche shovel is one of the lightest and most durable aluminum avalanche shovels on the market to-
day. Without any compromise in durability, we slimmed the total weight to 1 lb 2 oz./0.50kg. Made from a slimmer version 
of our premium grade 6061-T6 heat-treated aluminum it is built to last.
VOL-SHS-417G $40.00

Mammut Alugator Expert
The best shovel ever!  The PTFE coated blade reduces friction and prevents icing. The robust and rigid design with integrated shaft 
receptacle in the blade makes this shovel an excellent piece of life-saving equipment.  This shovel features a hardened and PTFE 
coated aluminum shovel blade, extra small packing volume, large excavating angle for ideal lifting action and efficient shoveling, D-grip 
for best shovel control and ideal force absorption, Stabilization ribs for maximum rigidity, triangular shaft offers clear guidance for rapid 
assembly and absorption of torsional forces and attachment holes for snow anchorage.
MAM-SHS-2230-00140  $59.95

Mammut Alugator Light
Lightweight shovel made from hardened and anodized aluminum.  Integrated, triangular shaft absorbs torsional forces and 
offers a better grip than round shafts.  The shaft receptacle integrated in the shovel blade enables an extremely stable de-
sign with very small packing mass. The triangular-shaped shaft absorbs torsional forces ideally and offers good grip.
MAM-SHS-2230-00120  $49.95
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H*A*R*P High Angle Rescue Pak
The H*A*R*P offers the truck and heavy rescue team the highest level of effectiveness available for equipment 
storage and quick retrieval. This Pak organizes, inventories, and protects your team’s gear, and you can back-
pack, hoist, or carry this Pak slung over your shoulder.  Carries 400 ft. of half-inch rope. Internal volume is 4800 ci, 
Dimensions:  18”L x 12”W x 24”H
EVC-PCK-EP300  $329.99

T*R*Eq Pak
The T*R*Eq is the H*A*R*P’s little brother. We start with the same equipment compartment, 
and stop there. This pak is for those who want to carry their rope slung, or in separate rope 
bags. We also leave the pockets off. Internal volume is 3900 ci, dimensions: 18”L x 9”W x 24”H
EVC-PCK-EP301  $279.59

First Aid Module
Module has six pockets and multiple elastic loops.  The organizer also has a large clear vinyl flap that 
covers and protects contents from the elements as well as spillage.
CON-PCK-DOP1   $21.00

Deluxe Organizer Kit
The deluxe organizer is made from 400d pack cloth and sports two zippered vinyl window pockets, a fold out pocket 
large enough for soap notes, with elastic keepers on one side, four horizontal elastic keepers for pill bottles, as well 
as a vertical keeper for larger items. A large elastic strap along the back wall holds a SAM splint or pre load boxes. 
Dimensions: 3” x 6” x 9” color: royal/black
CON-PCK-DOK   $33.00

P A C K S
Longbow and Longbow Ranger Pack
The Longbow is ergonomically designed with a vacuformed Kydex frame to ride like its part 
of you, whether you are rappeling, skiing or crawling. It has a large zippered medical supplies 
compartment which is separate from the main pocket. The Longbow is hydration compatible 
and has numerous outside attachment points and ski carriers.  This is the perfect pack for 
search and rescue, ski patrol, or tactical operations where going “light and lean” is essential. 
Carrys skis or snowboards better than any other pack we’ve seen, Capacity of 2700cc’s. The 
Longbow Ranger is the big brother to the Longbow at 3700cc’s.  Longbow available in Red, 
Orange or Black.  Ranger available in Red, Blue or Black.  Medical supplies not included.
CON-PCK-LBP  $249.00   Longbow
CON-PCK-LRP  $299.00  Ranger

Coaxsher FS-1 Ranger Wildland Fire Pack
When you’re fighting wildfires, you need to focus on your job, not your equipment. You need a comfortable, lightweight 
wildland fire pack like the FS-1 Ranger wildland fire pack that can be customized to meet your needs. With its ergo-
nomic harness system, adjustable hip belt and Dual Action Stabilizer, this modular wildland fire pack is ideal for long 
shifts in rugged conditions, allowing you to carry everything you need without pain or strain.  With the FS-1 Ranger, 
you can carry as much or as little as you want, choose how to best assemble the pack, and quickly transform the 
pack with quick-release buckle connections. The pack can also adjust to fit different body types and sizes, suitable for 
almost anyone on the fire line.
CXR-PCK-FS-1  $220.00

Coaxsher SR-1 Endeavor SAR Pack
As a wilderness search and rescue team member, you need to focus on your mission, not on your equipment or lack of 
comfort. Whether you are working a short or long duration incident, the SR-1 Endeavor provides you with all-day comfort 
and utility, all in one lightweight, adaptable search and rescue pack.  The SR-1 Endeavor is a modular pack with multiple 
set-up options so you decide how to configure it and which modules and tools to carry. The main pack offers 1,900 cubic 
inches of space and weighs less than 2 pounds, while the light duty pack has 400 cubic inches and weighs 7oz.  With 
removable modules like the 400 cubic inch medical kit case and the 102 oz. water reservoir case with dual hose ports, 
you can tailor this versatile search and rescue pack to meet your specific needs for each mission. New features include: 
Additional inside mesh storage pockets, and more webbing daisy chain connection points.  Made from DuPont® 1000 
Denier Cordura®, the SR-1 Endeavor features quick-release ITW Nexus® buckles and hardware, YKK® zipper pulls and 
tape, reinforced stress points and four grommets on each side pocket to provide maximum drainage for fluids and dirt.
CXR-PCK-SR-1  $220.00
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Pre-Rig Backpak
This pak is specially tailored for rescue teams who pre-rig, to shave extra minutes off their rescue times. It comes 
with straps and Velcro loops to secure pre-rigged rescue equipment in the inside compartment. This pak is ex-
tra-long (holds 300 ft. of ½’ rope). And, like all our S*A*R Paks, the Pre-Rig Backpack uses a narrow profile, semi-
stayed internal frame design.  Dimensions:   10”L x 9”W x 31”H
EVC-PCK-EP306  $215.00

S*A*R Pak
 For search and rescue or confined space operations, the S*A*R is the ultimate Pak for efficiently 
organizing your gear in an ergonomically designed, comfortable, good-looking Pak. Our S*A*R 
Pak carries your rescue gear in a narrow profile, semi-stayed internal frame designed backpack. 
EVC-PCK-EP302  $225.00

Airway Pro Kit
This rugged, no holds barred kit is built to withstand the every day abuse of street EMS. It is built entirely of Conterra’s 
exclusive SI TEX fabric, that is totally fluid proof and over FIVE times stronger than the Cordura fabric used on other 
brands of airway kits.  The fully padded Airway-Pro opens with a single huge #10 coil YKK zipper to reveal a main 
compartment that is divided into three parts for organizing your O-2 equipment.  The top flap is lined with Veltex fabric 
and can accept any of our MOS modular organizers. The kit itself comes with two detachable vinyl window pockets for 
organizing tubing and delivery devices, and an elastic strap for your oral or nasal airways ( you can add as many ad-
ditional straps as you need). The top flap has a full length zippered compartment that can hold combi-tubes or several 
Ccollars.  The Airway-Pro also sports three fluid proof handles, and fold away back pack straps. 
CON-PCK-APK1 $179.00

Pro - 2 Caddy
It’s beefy enough to be used outside of a larger protective case, but compact enough to slide into larger 
kits.  It is versatile enough to use on its own for basic oxygen administration.  Double decker design is 
very space efficient for use as a module in a larger kit. The O-2 caddy’s padded top pocket fits an alu-
minum or steel “D” cylinder with regulator in place.  The bottom compartment is for storing your basic 
airway tools. Built entirely out of Ballistics Nylon, lightly padded.  Color: black with reflective stripes.
CON-PCK-O2C2  $75.00

Cascade BLS Rocket Pak
The Rocket Pak - because when you need to get somewhere to administer Ad-
vanced Life Support, you and the Rocket Pak can be there FAST.  Comfortable 
and convenient shoulder sling and top handle for getting to the scene.  Once 
you’re there, the Rocket Pak is designed to let you get to your gear easily and 
quickly.  A huge, easy open brass zipper lets you into the main compartment.  
Open just the top for quick access, or take it down all the way and have access 
to everything you need.  Mesh organizer pockets keep items readily available 
and let you see contents.  O2 bottle is securely fastened in during transport or 
is easily removed at incident site.  Three huge color coded, external organizer 
pockets for intubation and IV kits and sharpies.  Reflective striping wraps around 
the pack for great visibility.  Measures:28 X 15 X 9   
CRC-PCK-RPB  $194.95

Basic O2 Pack
Designed for the budget minded medical professional. Our basic kit can carry a steel “D” , 
aluminum “D”, or jumbo aluminum “D” bottle.  The mesh pockets built into the lid can carry 
gloves and supply tubing. The generous outside pocket is large enough to fit a bag valve 
mask and V-vac suction device, as well as oral or nasal airways, which can be organized 
in built-in elastic keepers.  The outside of the kit is built with Cordura nylon for years of 
dependable service. Add a #10 coil zipper “quick open” top, our fluid proof grab loops, and 
you’ve got a kit that will give you years of faithful service.
CON-PCK-BOK1  $98.00

P A C K S
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Tape Hangers
The most sought after first aid device since the band aid!  Tape hangers work great 
clipped around your aid belt, vest or pack.  Hang one or two rolls of tape and it’s 
ready for immediate use.
CRC-FSA-TH  $3.95

CT Rocket Tumbler
A perfect complement to The 
BOLT, the CT Rocket Tumbler is 
tough stainless steel with a leak 
proof lid.
CRC-APP-RT  $9.95

Storm Lighter
All weather and virtually indestructible, this 
little lighter performs more like a blowtorch 
than a lighter.  Piezo-electric ignition heats the 
wire element and as the gas is forced past the 
element, it ignites into an intense flame guar-
anteed to light almost anything in any weather.  
Waterproof, windproof and a must for any pack.
STM-FSA-372240   $16.95

ACR Whistle
Flat, light and no ball to freeze up.  Great 
to hang from your patrol vest.
Earpiercingly loud!
CRC-FSA-ACR  $4.75

Emergency Blanket
One of the 10 essentials, yet small 
enough to fit in your shirt pocket and 
opens to a full 56” X 84” size.  Wind-
proof, waterproof and flexible to -60 de-
grees!  The blanket reflects back 80% 
of body heat utilizing super insulation 
proven in space missions.
GRG-FSA-127010   $3.29

Fox 40 Whistle
Three chamber design, no pea and no 
freeze ups!  The harder you blow, the louder 
it is!
FOX-FSA-372465  $6.99

safeTband
An innovative new product that 
provides instant critical infor-
mation to emergency medical 
personnel in case of injury.
STB-APP-STB  $7.50

Cascade Man
Designed by a Ski Patroller, this is a vinyl cut-out based on 
the famous Cornice Jumping Cascade Man.  Dimensions are 
approximately 8.5” x 3”.  Just peel and stick on your window, 
boards or whatever.
CRC-APP-CM  $6.95

C O O L  S T U F F
StatGear T3 Rescue Tool
More than a cool toy, the T3 could be the tool that saves your life.  With its 440C Stainless half-serrated Blade and Seat-
belt Cutter it can hack through just about anything.  It also houses a High-Tension spring loaded Window Punch for getting 
in, or out when there is no time.  Top it off with a Powerful 5 Lumen Light encased in the handle and a Heavy duty Cordura 
Case and you’ve got one of the most versatile rescue and self-rescue tools there is.
CRC-KNV-48339  $36.95
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In Canada:
Carleton Rescue Equipment LTD.
3201 Kingsway
Vancouver, BC  V5R 5K3
877-438-6362 
(Canadian Customers Only)

Ordering Information
Orders may be placed via phone Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 5:00pm PST at  (208) 263-2484 or faxed in 24 hours a day at (208) 255-7460.  You 
may also order 24 Hours a day at our online shopping center at Cascade-Rescue.com.  Payment may be made by VISA, Mastercard, American Express, 
Discover or prepayment.  Sorry, no COD orders.  Established accounts are offered Net 30 terms.  A 2% per month service charge will be applied to overdue 
accounts.  All orders shipped outside of the US and Canada must be prepaid by wire transfer only.

Warranty
You have our personal commitment that if any product is not right, we will take care of it.  Cascade Rescue guarantees all of our products against defects in 
materials or workmanship for the reasonable life of the product unless the product has been worn out, misused, or abused, as determined by our examina-
tion.  We will repair or replace, at our option any defective product as appropriate after our inspection of the product. Products must be returned cleaned 
and with the Cascade Toboggan label intact.

Shipping
Most orders will be shipped within 24 hours.  If there is an exception to this, you will be notified. In those rare instances we are out of stock, we will ship all 
available items and back order the item that is unavailable.  All orders except toboggans and some litters will be shipped via UPS ground unless otherwise 
specified.  Toboggans will be shipped with the least expensive common freight carrier.  Shipping estimates are available upon request.  We recycle packing 
and shipping materials whenever possible.

Product Information
The most current information on all of our products and events is always available at cascade-rescue.com.  Here you will find announcements about new 
products, technical specifications, test data, installation instructions, maintenance instructions and a fully transaction secured online shopping center featur-
ing our most current product offerings.  Check it out. Many sale items and specials will appear here throughout the year.

Cascade Rescue Company
1808 Industrial Drive
Sandpoint, ID  83864
Phone:  (208) 263-2484
FAX:  (208) 255-7460
www.cascade-rescue.com

Return Policy
Contact a Cascade Toboggan Sales Representative for a Return Merchandise Authorization Number (RMA) before returning any merchandise for any rea-
son.  Cascade Rescue is not responsible for merchandise returned without an RMA number.  Returned merchansie will be inspected and may be subject 
to a restocking fee.  All merchandise must be returned in an unused, resellable condition in its original packaging.  No return will be accepted after 30 days 
from the date of purchase.  Absoltely no returns on rope, web, web  products or accessory cord unless the item was recieved in a damaged condition and 
an RMA number was requested within 5 days of reciept.  In the case of accidental shipping damages, original shipping materials must be preserved to 
document a claim. 

Official

Supplier
Preferred Provider

Member

Liability
Ski Patrolling, technical rescue, rappelling, climbing, and the training involved are very hazardous activities.  Each situation has its own unique conditions 
and must be evaluated by those present.  Effective risk management comes from experience, proper training and good personal judgment.  Cascade Res-
cue is not liable for any damages arising from abuse or improper use of the equipment, failure to follow adequate safety precautions, or breach of the duty 
of either the purchaser or user.  Adequate training and judgement are needed to reduce the risks inherent in the use of this equipment.  Since these risks 
are out of the control of Cascade Toboggan, the liability shifts to the user and purchaser.

All prices provided are at MSRP.  Actual sale prices can be seen at Cascade-Rescue.com

WE HAVE GONE GREEN!  This is a limited print catalog that is available for viewing/downloading on our website.  The Products displayed in this catalog are only a sampling of the Quality Equip-
ment and Great Savings available from Cascade Rescue Company.  All products including NEW Offerings, Sale Items and Technical Information can be seen and ordered at Cascade-rescue.com
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1808 Industrial Drive
Sandpoint, ID  83864

Cascade Performance Fleece Jacket
Features multiple compartments and nylon-capped shoul-
ders, outer collar, and elbow. Two zippered slash pockets 
and chest zippered pocket. Adjustable waistband with pull-
cord and cordlock. Constructed of 14.5 oz anti-pilling fleece. 
CT-LFJ  $43.95 (Small - XL)  2X - $47.95

Tape Hangers
The most sought after first aid device since the band aid!  Tape hangers work great clipped around your aid 
belt, vest or pack.  Hang one or two rolls of tape and it’s ready for immediate use.
CT-TH  $3.95

Because it Might Be Me T-SHIRT
For the Rescue Professional that knows why he uses Cascade Gear - because at any time, he 
might need rescued too!  For those who risk their lives to save others.

CT-LTS  $14.00  (Short Sleeve)

Great Tobahggwan Shirt
Reads:  “Ancient symbol of social position, skill and prestige among the Patroller 
Clan. Present in great numbers in and around the mountainous regions, especially 
ski areas; A symbol of peace, friendship and on-hill emergency care”.  Also available 
in quantity orders of 12 or more with your patrol’s logo.
CT-GTS  $14.00  (Short Sleeve)
CT-GTL  $16.00  (Long Sleeve)

Cascade Rescue Shirt
Cascade Rescue Red shirt with our “Flaming Badge” proclaiming:  
“When You Risk Your Life to Save Others”.
CT-CRS  $14.00  (Short Sleeve)


